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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Monitoring, precautions and complications
► All patients undergoing bronchoscopy should have heart rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure and arterial oxygen saturation recorded repeatedly, including before, during and after the procedure. (Grade D)
► All bronchoscopy units should undertake periodic audit of bronchoscopy performance, including efficacy, complications and patient satisfaction surveys. (Good practice point (√))
► All Trusts should have a ‘safe sedation policy’, and ensure all bronchoscopy unit staff, including trainees, receive appropriate training. (√)

Hypoxaemia
► Patients should be monitored by continuous pulse oximetry during bronchoscopy. (Grade C)
► Oxygen supplementation should be used when desaturation is significant (pulse oximeter oxygen saturation (SpO₂) <90%<90%) and prolonged (>1 min) to reduce the risk of hypoxaemia-related complications. (Grade D)
► The risks of hypoxaemia-related complications are associated with baseline arterial oxygen saturation (SaO₂) and lung function, comorbidity, sedation and procedural sampling. Fitness for bronchoscopy should incorporate an assessment of these elements, and appropriate monitoring and preprocedure optimisation. (Grade D)

Cardiac arrhythmias
► Continuous ECG monitoring should be used when there is a high clinical risk of arrhythmia. (Grade D)
► When there is a high risk of arrhythmia, oxygen saturations, pulse rate and blood pressure should be optimised. Appropriate aftercare monitoring and instructions should be given. (Grade D)
► Resuscitation equipment should be readily available. (√)
► Intravenous access should be established before sedation is given and maintained until discharge. (√)

Bleeding complications
► Perform coagulation studies, platelet count and haemoglobin concentration when there are clinical risk factors for abnormal coagulation. (Grade D)
► Bronchoscopy with lavage can be performed with platelet counts >20 000 per μL. Liaise with the local haematology team regarding the need for platelet transfusion before bronchoscopy if endobronchial biopsy (EBB) or transbronchial lung biopsy (TBLB) is planned. (Grade D)
► Discontinue clopidogrel 7 days prior to consideration of EBB and TBLB. Low-dose aspirin alone can be continued. (Grade C)
► Anticoagulants should be managed according to published guidelines as set out in appendix 7 of this guideline. (√)
► The risk of biopsy needs to be weighed against the potential for benefit and appropriate informed consent obtained. (√)

Pneumothorax
► A chest radiograph should be obtained if a patient is symptomatic or there is a clinical suspicion of possible pneumothorax after TBLB. (Grade D)
► Fluoroscopic screening may improve diagnostic yield of TBLB in focal but not diffuse lung disease. (Grade D)
► Patients should be advised of the potential for delayed complications following TBLB and provided with written information regarding likely symptoms and action required. (Grade D)

Fever and infection
► Patients should receive written information regarding post-bronchoscopy fever (PBF) and appropriate management advice. (Grade C)
► Antibiotic prophylaxis is not warranted before bronchoscopy for the prevention of endocarditis, fever or pneumonia. (Grade B)

SAFETY OF FLEXIBLE BRONCHOSCOPY IN SPECIFIC MEDICAL CONDITIONS

Asthma
► Patients’ asthma control should be optimised prior to bronchoscopy, especially when bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) is likely to be performed. (Grade C)
► Nebulised bronchodilators should be considered before bronchoscopy in patients with asthma. (√)

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
► Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) treatment should be optimised prior to bronchoscopy when possible. (Grade D)
► Bronchoscopists should be cautious when sedating patients with COPD. (Grade D)

Ischaemic heart disease
► Liaison with cardiologists should be considered in high-risk patients with cardiac disease and if
flexible bronchoscopy (FB) is indicated within 4–6 weeks after myocardial infarction (MI). (Grade D)

- FB should ideally be delayed for 4 weeks after MI. (Grade D)

**Haemoptysis**

- Consider bronchoscopy after a normal CT if the patient is high risk for lung carcinoma or if the haemoptysis continues. (Grade D)

**Older patients**

- Age alone should not be a contraindication for bronchoscopy. (Grade D)
- The older patient may require reduced doses of benzodiazepines/opioids sedation. (Grade D)

**Patients who are immunosuppressed**

- When a diagnosis is not likely to be obtained through non-invasive measures, bronchoscopy with BAL can be considered to provide diagnostic information. (Grade C)
- TBLB is helpful in lung transplant recipients when rejection is a possibility. (Grade C)

**SEDATION**

**Premedication**

- Anticholinergics (glycopyrrolate or atropine) should not routinely be used prior to bronchoscopy due to a lack of clinical benefit and a possible increased risk of haemodynamic changes. (Grade A)
- Premedication for bronchoscopy is not routinely indicated. (Grade C)

**Sedation**

- Intravenous sedation should be offered to patients undergoing bronchoscopy, provided there are no contraindications. (Grade B)
- Some patients will tolerate unsedated bronchoscopy well, and patient preference should be sought. (Grade B)
- Sedative drugs should be titrated to provide the desired depth of sedation, given significant inter-patient variability in required doses. (Grade B)
- The desired depth of sedation is one in which verbal contact is possible at all times. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopists are encouraged to document an assessment of sedation depth as part of the procedural report. (√)

**Benzodiazepines**

- Intravenous midazolam is the preferred drug for sedation, having a rapid onset of action, being titratable to provide the required depth of sedation, and being reversible. (Grade B)
- No more than 5 mg midazolam should be initially drawn up into any syringe prior to bronchoscopy for patients under the age of 70 (2 mg midazolam for patients over 70) to prevent potential inadvertent oversedation associated with the practice of routinely drawing up 10 mg midazolam. (Grade D)
- Only low-strength midazolam (1 mg/mL) should be available within bronchoscopy suites. High-strength midazolam (2 mg/mL or 5 mg/mL) should be restricted to general anaesthesia, intensive care and other areas where its use has been formally risk assessed. (Grade D)

**Propofol**

- While propofol has similar efficacy to midazolam, it should only be used when administered by practitioners formally trained in its administration (e.g., anaesthetists) since it has a narrow therapeutic window beyond which general anaesthesia is achieved. (Grade B)

**Opioids**

- Combination opioid and midazolam sedation should be considered in patients to improve bronchoscopic tolerance. (Grade B)
- When opioids are used, short-acting agents (such as fentanyl or alfentanil) should be used to minimise post-procedural sedation. (Grade D)
- When combination sedatives are used, opioids should be administered first and allowed time to become maximally effective before administration of any other agent. (Grade D)

**Topical anaesthesia**

- Lidocaine should be used for topical anaesthesia during bronchoscopy, unless contraindicated. (Grade A)
- Nasal topical anaesthesia is most effectively provided using 2% lidocaine gel. (Grade A)
- Both cricothyroid and spray-as-you-go techniques are effective in delivering lidocaine to the vocal cords and trachea. (Grade B)
- Nebulisation is not recommended as a technique for delivering lidocaine to the airways. (Grade B)
- 1% lidocaine solution should be used for spray-as-you-go administration. (Grade A)
- To reduce the risk of lidocaine toxicity, bronchoscopists should use the lowest dose of lidocaine sufficient to prevent excessive coughing and provide patient comfort. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopists should remain vigilant for objective and subjective symptoms of lidocaine toxicity, particularly given significant inter-patient variability in lidocaine absorption and metabolism. (Grade B)
- Bronchoscopists should monitor and document the total lidocaine dose delivered at all sites during bronchoscopy. (√)

**Sampling and diagnostic accuracy**

- Bronchoscopists should maintain a record of their personal diagnostic accuracy for FB. (√)

**Lung cancer**

- A diagnostic level of 85% should be attainable when definite endobronchial tumour is visible. (Grade B)
- At least five biopsy samples should be taken when endobronchial tumour is visible to maximise diagnostic yield and the volume of biopsy tissue and to allow for tumour phenotyping and genotyping. (Grade D)
- When endobronchial tumour is visible, brushes and washings can increase the diagnostic yield of the procedure. (Grade D)
- A chest CT scan should be performed prior to a diagnostic bronchoscopy in patients with suspected lung cancer. (Grade D)

**Interstitial lung disease**

- In suspected sarcoidosis, EBBs should be considered to increase the diagnostic yield. (Grade C)
- TBLB is recommended for the diagnosis of stage II–IV sarcoidosis. (Grade C)
- In patients with diffuse interstitial lung disease (ILD), five to six TBLBs should be taken from the same lung. (Grade D)
When such non-invasive diagnostic techniques fail to identify a diagnosis, in whom tuberculosis (TB) is considered unlikely, BAL alone is usually sufficient to achieve a diagnosis. In areas or populations with high prevalence of TB, TBLB may be considered in addition. (Grade C)

Post-bronchoscopy sputum could be collected in patients who are immunocompromised and suspected to have TB. (Grade C)

TBLB and EBB for invasive aspergillosis may be avoided if BAL galactomannan test is available due to the high sensitivity and specificity of the latter and inherent risks with the biopsies. (Grade C)

In patients suspected to have invasive aspergillosis, BAL should be sent for microscopy for hyphae and fungal culture; a BAL galactomannan test should be considered to further improve diagnostic yield. (Grade C)

Patients who are immunocompetent

Bronchoscopy may be considered in patients with non-resolving or slowly resolving pneumonia, especially if they are current or ex smokers and older than 50 years. (Grade C)

If bronchoscopy is performed for community-acquired pneumonia, BAL specimens should be sent for legionella PCR and atypical pathogens. (Grade C)

Bronchoscopy may be considered if the patient is suspected to have TB when sputum smear is negative. (Grade C)

In cases of suspected TB, BAL, bronchial aspirates and post-bronchoscopy sputum appear to be complementary and should all be analysed. (Grade C)

In areas with high or intermediate prevalence of TB, patients undergoing bronchoscopy for another indication should have samples sent routinely for cultures for TB. (Grade C)

DIINFECTION

All personnel involved in cleaning and decontaminating bronchoscopes must receive specific training in infection control practices and decontamination processes. (Grade D)

Decontamination and disinfection should be carried out at the beginning and end of each list and after each patient use. If drying cabinets or storage chambers are unavailable bronchoscopes should be decontaminated no more than 3 h before the procedure to prevent colonisation of pathogens. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopes should be cleaned in designated cleaning areas. Used scopes must be separated from clean scopes to prevent cross contamination. (Grade D)

Thorough cleaning, brushing and flushing of all accessible channels with enzymatic or low foaming detergent remains the most important initial stage of the cleaning process. (Grade D)

Single-use suction valves should replace reusable valves whenever possible. Single-use valves must be discarded after each procedure. (Grade D)

Reusable valves should be used only with one bronchoscope and stored alongside the scope for traceability. (Grade D)

When it is necessary to use reusable accessories they must be cleaned according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. (Grade D)
Tracking of patient use of equipment and cleaning processes must be completed after each use. (Grade D)

On the grounds of staff safety, manual disinfection is no longer recommended. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopes should be processed in automated endoscope reprocessors (AERs). (Grade D)

Aldehyde-based disinfectants are no longer recommended. (Grade C)

Alternative, recommended disinfectants should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. (Grade D)

Disinfectant times should be those recommended by disinfectant manufacturers. (Grade D)

Universal decontamination procedures should be performed before and after all procedures to avoid transmission of HIV. (Grade D)

The use of 70% alcohol after final rinse is no longer recommended as it is considered to act as a fixative. (Grade D)

Drying cabinets/storage chambers are recommended for storing clean bronchoscopes. Compatibility of bronchoscopes must be confirmed with individual instrument manufacturers. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopes stored in drying cabinets or storage chambers should be reprocessed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. (Grade D)

When drying cabinets or storage chambers are not available, bronchoscopes must be stored in a hanging position, with sufficient space between instruments to avoid cross contamination. (Grade D)

Valves must not be attached to bronchoscopes during storage. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopes must be cleaned and disinfected before and after placing in carrying cases as these cases cannot be disinfected. Bronchoscopes should not be stored in carrying cases. (Grade D)

A record must be kept of each bronchoscope and reusable accessory used on each individual patient. Tracking each step of the decontamination cycle and personnel involved should also be recorded. This will facilitate tracing if an increase in contamination by organisms is identified amongst bronchoscopy patients. (Grade D)

AERs should be self-disinfected at the beginning of each day. (Grade D)

AERs must be validated on installation and following introduction of new disinfectants according to Health Technical Memorandum 01 (HTM-01). (Grade D)

Sterile water or filtered water should be used for the final rinse. Tap water is not recommended. (Grade D)

Regular testing of AERs and final rinse water for mycobacteria must be carried out according to HTM-01. (Grade D)

Compatibility of bronchoscopes with disinfectant and AER manufacturers’ instruction should be checked. (✓)

A record of which bronchoscope and other reusable equipment are used on an individual patient should be kept and also of the decontamination procedure. (✓)

There is currently no known decontamination method that prevents transmission of variant Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (vCJD). Record keeping and identification of high-risk cases are advised. (✓)

PATIENT SATISFACTION

Verbal and written patient information explaining indications and what to expect during the procedure, and potential complications should be provided to improve patient tolerance. (Grade C)

Patients should be offered sedation during FB to improve patient tolerance. (Grade B)

It is sufficient for patients to have no food by mouth for 4 h and to allow clear fluids by mouth up to 2 h before bronchoscopy. (Grade D)

Patients who had sedation should be advised not to drive, sign legally binding documents or operate machinery for 24 h after the procedure. (✓)

CONSENT

Practitioners undertaking FB should be familiar with, and adhere to the national and local guidance for obtaining informed consent. (✓)

INTRODUCTION

Medical histories of staff should be recorded including pre-existing asthma, skin and mucosal sensitivities. (Grade D)

Pre-employment baseline lung function, such as spirometry, should be measured and recorded. (Grade D)

Annual lung function measurements, such as spirometry, should be performed on all personnel directly exposed to disinfectants. (Grade D)

Immunisation against hepatitis B and TB should be confirmed in all bronchoscopy personnel before employment. Vaccinations should be offered if necessary. (Grade D)

Hypodermic needles or other sharp instruments should not be used to remove tissue samples from biopsy forceps. Blunt-ended needles or sterile plastic toothpicks are preferable. (Grade D)

Reusable spiked forceps are not recommended. (Grade D)

A minimum of two qualified nurses are required during bronchoscopy procedures: one assistant nurse and another dedicated to monitoring the patient’s response to the medication and procedure. (Grade D)

A qualified nurse is required to recover a patient after bronchoscopy. (Grade D)

Advanced procedures may require additional staff. (Grade D)

In patients with suspected TB, bronchoscopy should be performed in an appropriately engineered and ventilated area, and the bronchoscopy team should use adequate protection, including masks. (✓)

Flexible bronchoscopy (FB) is a safe and frequently performed procedure for the assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of patients with respiratory disease. The procedure and applications of FB have progressively evolved and expanded since it was first introduced in 1968.1 FB is now established as an essential diagnostic and therapeutic tool in respiratory medicine.

The British Thoracic Society (BTS) published the 2001 guidelines on diagnostic FB.2 This document is well respected, used and referenced in the UK and beyond. Literature searches for the 2001 guideline were completed in 1999, but numerous studies have been published in this field since, providing adequate information to revise and update the evidenced-based recommendations.
In August 2007 the Standards of Care Committee (SOCC) of the BTS invited the interventional pulmonology specialist advisory group of the BTS to produce evidence-based guidelines for advanced diagnostic and therapeutic FB and to update and revise the 2001 BTS guideline on diagnostic FB. The working party decided to start with the new guideline on advanced diagnostic and therapeutic FB which was published in November 2011. The proposal to update and revise the BTS guideline on diagnostic FB was approved by the BTS SOCC in November 2010 and work on the guideline started in February 2011. Appendix 1 of this guideline lists the members of the BTS Bronchoscopy Guideline Group.

Target audience of the guideline
This guideline is aimed primarily at respiratory practitioners in the UK but may be of relevance to other healthcare systems around the world. It is intended to inform those who undertake or intend to undertake FB and procedures described within the guideline, and to inform other healthcare professionals as to what may be the indications, procedures, likely response and complications of FB in adults. Practitioners using this guideline need to ensure that they follow safe practices and keep patient safety paramount at all times.

Scope of the guideline
This guideline was formulated following consultation with stakeholders from the medical and nursing professions, patient groups and healthcare management. Basic diagnostic procedures in adults using a flexible bronchoscope are included in the guideline.

Topics covered in the guideline
- Monitoring of a patient during the procedure.
- Specific precautions, contraindications and complications.
- Sedation, premedication and topical anaesthesia.
- FB in specific patient groups.
- Role of bronchoscopy in infections.
- FB in the ICU.
- Cleaning and disinfection of equipment.
- Staffing and staff safety.
- Diagnostic accuracy and specific procedures.
- Patient satisfaction and patient care.

Topics not covered in the guideline
- Training in bronchoscopy (The BTS is producing separate guidance on training).
- Advanced diagnostic and therapeutic FB.
- Rigid bronchoscopy.
- FB used for intubation, percutaneous tracheostomy placements and intraoperative complications.
- Paediatric FB.
- FB performed under general anaesthetic.

METHODOLOGY
This guideline is based on the best available evidence and is a revised update of the BTS guideline on diagnostic FB published in 2001. The methodology used to write the guideline adheres strictly to the criteria as set by the BTS guideline production manual and the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation (AGREE) collaboration in the document ‘The AGREE Instrument’, which is available online: http://www.agreecollaboration.org/1/agreeguide/

Clinical questions and literature search
Clinical questions were gathered in the PICOT (Patient, Intervention, Control, Outcome and Time) format to define the scope of the guideline and inform the literature search.

Systematic electronic database searches were conducted to identify potentially relevant studies for inclusion in the guideline. For each topic area the following databases were searched: Ovid MEDLINE (from 1988) (including MEDLINE In Process), Ovid EMBASE (from 1988), Ovid CINAHL (from 1982) and the Cochrane Library (from 1992) (including the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, the Database of Abstracts of Reviews of Effects, the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, the Health Technology Assessment database and the NHS Economic Evaluation Database). The search strategies are available in appendix 2.

The searches were first run in January 2011 and were updated in January 2012 and June 2012. Searches were saved and alerts sent via email on a monthly basis to identify newly published literature to date. Searches included a combination of indexed terms and free text terms, and were limited to English language publications only. The initial search identified 22 865 potential papers.

Appraisal of the literature
Appraisal was performed using the criteria stipulated by the AGREE collaboration. One individual (IDR) read the title and abstract of each article retrieved by the literature searches and decided whether the paper was (1) definitely relevant, (2) possibly relevant or (3) not relevant to the project. A total of 9121 papers were identified to review for inclusion of the guideline. Criteria formulated for initial screening of the abstracts into these three groups were:
- Whether the study addressed the clinical question.
- Whether the appropriate study type was used to produce the best evidence to answer the clinical question.
- Abstract was in English.
- Studies in which exclusively rigid bronchoscopy was used were not evaluated.
- Abstracts were not rejected on the basis of the journal of publication, country in which the research was performed or published or the date of publication.

The full paper was obtained for all relevant or possibly relevant abstracts and allocated to the relevant section(s):
- Sedation, premedication and topical anaesthesia.
- Monitoring, precautions, contraindications and complications.
- Specific conditions.
- Bronchoscopy in the ICU.
- Infections.
- Cleaning, disinfecting and staff safety.
- Diagnostic accuracy.
- Patient satisfaction and consent.

The first screening process identified 9121 abstracts to be reviewed, 1824 abstracts did not meet the criteria as set out above, 1504 studies used FB to collect samples for research purposes and 1731 case reports in FB were identified. Two guideline reviewers independently reviewed the abstracts of the remaining 4062 studies to identify 2197 papers to be appraised for the guideline. The two leads for each section independently appraised each paper assigned to them using the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) critical appraisal checklists. A web-based guideline development tool (http://www.bronchoscopy-guideline.org, designed by IDR) was used for 1505 critical appraisals of 522 studies. The website enabled
BTS guidelines

Considered judgement and grading of the evidence

The Guideline Group used the online derived evidence tables to judge the body of evidence and grade recommendations for this guideline. The evidence tables are available in appendix 3 for review and are published electronically on the BTS website.

When evidence was lacking to answer the formulated clinical questions, expert opinions were obtained for formal consensus statements using the Delphi method.

The following were considered in grading the recommendations:

- The available volume of the body of evidence.
- How applicable the obtained evidence was in making recommendations for the defined target audience of this guideline.
- Whether the evidence was generalisable to the target population for the guideline.
- Whether there was a clear consistency in the evidence obtained to support recommendations.
- What the implications of recommendations will be on clinical practice in terms of recourses and skilled expertise.
- Cost-effectiveness was not reviewed in detail as in-depth economic analysis of recommendations falls beyond the scope of this guideline.

Recommendations were graded from A to D according to the strength of the evidence, as listed in table 1. Important practical points lacking any research evidence were highlighted as ‘good practice points’ (√).

The grading system used to grade recommendations for this revised guideline differs from the system used to grade the recommendations for the 2001 BTS guideline on diagnostic FB, shown in table 3. Readers of the guideline are therefore advised to review both grading systems and to note that apparent changes in recommendations between guidelines may be due to the use of different grading systems rather than a change in the recommendation itself.

Drafting of the guideline

The Guideline Group corresponded regularly by email and meetings of the full group were held in February 2011, September 2011, December 2011, March 2012, May 2012 and June 2012. The guideline was discussed at an open session at the BTS Summer Meeting in July 2012. A revised draft guideline document was circulated to all the relevant stakeholders for consultation in July 2012 followed by a period of online consultation. The BTS SOCC reviewed the draft guideline in June 2012. A list of stakeholders is available for review in appendix 4 of this guideline.

Table 1 Revised grading system for levels of evidence in evidence-based guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1++</td>
<td>High-quality meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a very low risk of bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+</td>
<td>Well conducted meta-analyses, systematic reviews of RCTs or RCTs with a low risk of bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1−</td>
<td>Meta-analyses, systematic reviews or RCTs, or RCTs with a high risk of bias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2++</td>
<td>High-quality systematic reviews of case–control or cohort studies, or high-quality case–control or cohort studies with a very low risk of confounding, bias or chance and a high probability that the relationship is causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+</td>
<td>Well conducted case–control or cohort studies with a low risk of confounding, bias or chance and a moderate probability that the relationship is causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2−</td>
<td>Case–control or cohort studies with a high risk of confounding, bias or chance and a significant risk that the relationship is not causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Non-analytic studies, for example, case reports, case series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Expert opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Grades of recommendations used for this guideline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Type of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>At least one meta-analysis, systematic review or RCT rated as 1++ and directly applicable to the target population or A systematic review of RCTs or a body of evidence consisting primarily of studies rated as 1+ directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating overall consistency of results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>A body of evidence including studies rated as 2++ directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating overall consistency of results or Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 1++ or 1+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>A body of evidence including studies rated as 2+ directly applicable to the target population and demonstrating overall consistency of results or Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Evidence level 3 or 4 or Extrapolated evidence from studies rated as 2+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>An important practical point for which there is no research evidence, nor is there likely to be any research evidence. The guideline group wishes to emphasise these as good practice points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Grading system used in the 2001 British Thoracic Society (BTS) guideline on diagnostic flexible bronchoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ia</td>
<td>Evidence obtained from meta-analysis of RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ib</td>
<td>Evidence obtained from at least one RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ila</td>
<td>Evidence obtained from at least one well designed controlled study without randomisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IIa</td>
<td>Evidence obtained from at least one other type of well designed quasi-experimental study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Evidence obtained from well designed non-experimental descriptive studies such as comparative studies, correlation studies and case–controlled studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Evidence obtained from expert committee reports of opinions and/or clinical experiences of respected authorities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Type of recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Ia, Ib)</td>
<td>Requires at least one RCT as part of a body of literature of overall good quality and consistency addressing the specific recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (IIa, IIb, III)</td>
<td>Requires availability of well conducted clinical studies but no RCTs on the topic of recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (IV)</td>
<td>Requires evidence from expert committee reports or opinions and/or clinical experience of respected authorities. Indicates absence of directly applicable studies of good quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RCT, randomised controlled trial.
The Guideline Group members adhered to the BTS policy for the Declaration of Interests, and if appropriate, specific interests are declared in appendix 1.

The guideline will be reviewed within 5 years from the date of publication (2018).

AUDIT AND RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Audit:
▶ All those undertaking FB are advised to maintain personal records of each procedure, including indication, outcome and complications for audit purposes.
▶ Periodic audit of bronchoscopy practice, including patient satisfaction surveys.

Research:
▶ Utility of all bronchoscopic samples, including brush and BAL for phenotyping and genotyping in patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
▶ Randomised assessment of the utility of bronchoscopy in the relief of lobar collapse/atelectasis in ventilated patients.
▶ Further assessment of the use of jet ventilation during bronchoscopy in mechanically ventilated patients.
▶ Further assessment of optimal analgesia and sedation for safe bronchoscopy in mechanically ventilated patients.

Training
Training in FB does not fall in the scope of this guideline.

Audit standards
The following standards provide criteria which may form the basis of future audits:
▶ A serious adverse event rate of <1% (box 1).
▶ A ‘safe sedation policy’ and appropriate training in sedation for all bronchoscopy unit staff, including trainees and interval audit of sedation practice.
▶ Utilisation of the bronchoscopy safety checklist (see appendix 5).
▶ An 85% diagnostic rate for FB with visible endobronchial tumour.
▶ Periodic patient feedback to inform improvement and revision of the endoscopy service.

MONITORING, PRECAUTIONS AND COMPLICATIONS

FB is an increasingly important diagnostic, well tolerated procedure that can be performed safely on an outpatient basis. In the largest retrospective series (n=20 986), serious complications occurred in 1.1% with a mortality of 0.02%. The commonest adverse events reported, though not universally in all studies, included tachycardia/bradycardia, major and minor bleeding, bronchospasm/laryngospasm, cough, dyspnoea, sore throat, apnoea, seizure, desaturation, pneumothorax and pulmonary oedema. Other smaller studies report complication rates of 5–32%, and mortality rates of 0–0.8%, but these studies are limited by their retrospective nature, the variable definition of adverse events and limited follow up.

Smaller prospective studies suggest that the rate of adverse events may be higher than previously reported. Hehn et al demonstrated respiratory complications in 4.3%, non-respiratory complications in 2.8% and mortality in 0.1%. In addition, Bechara et al reported adverse events in 35% of 300 bronchoscopies performed, 60% of which were classified as mild and 8% as severe. Approximately 6% of patients were hospitalised and procedure-related deaths occurred in 1.4%. There is an increased risk of adverse events with increasing age but the absolute frequency is low. Chronological age should not be a contraindication for bronchoscopy. Patient position during the procedure does not influence complication rates, with the exception that desaturation >4% is more common in the sitting position.

Many factors will influence the risk of complications, including patient characteristics and factors related to the bronchoscopic unit (including sedation practice and the sampling procedures employed). Utilisation of a WHO safety checklist aids in identifying specific possible complications (see appendix 5). Complications, particularly serious adverse events (box 1), patient satisfaction and efficacy should be routinely monitored by every bronchoscopy unit.

Recommendation
▶ All patients undergoing bronchoscopy should have heart rate, blood pressure and oxygen saturation recorded repeatedly, including before, during and after the procedure. (Grade D)

Good practice points
▶ All bronchoscopy units should undertake periodic audit of bronchoscopic performance, including efficacy, complications and patient satisfaction surveys. (√)
▶ All Trusts should have a ‘safe sedation policy’, and ensure all bronchoscopy unit staff, including trainees, receive appropriate training. (√)

Hypoxaemia

Monitoring patients with pulse oximetry during bronchoscopy is an accurate non-invasive method for assessing hypoxaemia. Significant decreases in oxygen saturation are commonly seen during bronchoscopy, commencing with administration of sedation and worsening on passage through the vocal cords. Patient positioning and intra-procedural sampling may also influence oxygen saturations as may airway suctioning. Van Zwam et al described a twofold greater incidence of desaturation >4% and SpO2<90% in the sitting position compared with supine. The use of preprocedure oxygen and the specific sampling procedure (BAL vs wash vs brush vs biopsy) was predictive of a higher rate of desaturation episodes (<90%), but baseline saturations were not (desaturation to <90% was seen in: BAL 89%, wash 44%, brush 15%, biopsy 10%). Milman et al11 (using benzodiazepine premedication without oxygen supplementation) demonstrated that 38% of patients desaturate (SpO2<90%) before bronchoscopy, increasing to 80% of patients during the procedure. The proportion remains high after the procedure, with 60% of patients desaturating. Similarly, more severe desaturation (SpO2<85%) was seen in 10%, 35% and 15%, respectively. No differences in oxygen saturation
Evidence statements

dependent on forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) (or peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR)).

In patients undergoing BAL and TBLBs for diffuse ILD, significant hypoxaemia during bronchoscopy can be avoided with routine supplemental oxygen compared with breathing room air alone, but the proportion of patients requiring supplemental oxygen in general bronchoscopic practice is variable, ranging between 5% and 32%, and is dependent on forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) (or peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR)).

Patients with abnormal PEFR demonstrate an increased requirement for oxygen supplementation (PEFR<60% predicted: 58%, <45% predicted: 83%) and Jones and O’Driscoll demonstrated a greater risk of desaturation to <90% and need for oxygen supplementation with declining FEV1 (table 4).

In studies examining the effect of BAL volume on oxygen saturation, inconsistent results have been reported.25

There are no studies that address a safe saturation threshold. Schiffman et al noted that significant desaturation could be prevented with 4 L/min oxygen supplementation but this did not impact on the rate of cardiac arrhythmia (sinus tachycardia, sinus bradycardia, ventricular or atrial premature contractions). Similarly, Lundgren et al did not demonstrate an increase in cardiac arrhythmia, despite hypoxaemia and increased cardiac work in 30% of patients. Two further studies demonstrated no significant increase in the frequency of bradycardia/tachycardia or premature atrial/ventricular activity with or without oxygen supplementation.26

Hypoxaemia can be effectively minimised by using a nasal or pharyngeal catheter for oxygen supplementation at either 2 or 3 L/min.14 In hypoxaemic respiratory failure (RR>35, arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2)/fractional inspired oxygen (FiO2)<200) non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (FiO2 0.5, adjusted to maintain SaO2>92%) is superior to a high-flow venturi mask (constant FiO2 0.9) during bronchoscopy for nosocomial pneumonia.24 Several studies, including those post BAL, suggest that hypoxaemia may persist for at least 2 h after the procedure but there is no evidence relating to the duration for oxygen supplementation post procedure.

Oxygen supplementation should be used in patients with persistent significant desaturation (SaO2 change > 4% or SaO2<90%). Target oxygen saturations should be consistent with the principles of published guidance on oxygen therapy.

Table 4 Patients showing a fall in SpO2 and requiring supplemental oxygen during FB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEV1, in litres</th>
<th>Patients with SpO2&lt;90% (%)</th>
<th>Patients requiring supplemental oxygen (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.51–1.0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01–1.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.51–2.0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Jones and O’Driscoll13

FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; SpO2, pulse oximeter oxygen saturation.

were described in a comparison of trans-nasal or trans-oral bronchoscopic approaches.20

The majority of desaturations are transient and do not require specific intervention.21 Supplemental oxygen given via nasal or pharyngeal catheter can reduce the incidence, degree or duration of desaturation.11 16 22 In patients undergoing BAL and TBLBs for diffuse ILD, significant hypoxaemia during bronchoscopy can be avoided with routine supplemental oxygen compared with breathing room air alone, but the proportion of patients requiring supplemental oxygen in general bronchoscopic practice is variable, ranging between 5% and 32%, and is dependent on forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) (or peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR)).

Patients with abnormal PEFR demonstrate an increased requirement for oxygen supplementation (PEFR<60% predicted: 58%, <45% predicted: 83%) and Jones and O’Driscoll demonstrated a greater risk of desaturation to <90% and need for oxygen supplementation with declining FEV1 (table 4).

In studies examining the effect of BAL volume on oxygen saturation, inconsistent results have been reported.25

There are no studies that address a safe saturation threshold. Schiffman et al noted that significant desaturation could be prevented with 4 L/min oxygen supplementation but this did not impact on the rate of cardiac arrhythmia (sinus tachycardia, sinus bradycardia, ventricular or atrial premature contractions). Similarly, Lundgren et al did not demonstrate an increase in cardiac arrhythmia, despite hypoxaemia and increased cardiac work in 30% of patients. Two further studies demonstrated no significant increase in the frequency of bradycardia/tachycardia or premature atrial/ventricular activity with or without oxygen supplementation.26

Hypoxaemia can be effectively minimised by using a nasal or pharyngeal catheter for oxygen supplementation at either 2 or 3 L/min.14 In hypoxaemic respiratory failure (RR>35, arterial oxygen pressure (PaO2)/fractional inspired oxygen (FiO2)<200) non-invasive positive pressure ventilation (FiO2 0.5, adjusted to maintain SaO2>92%) is superior to a high-flow venturi mask (constant FiO2 0.9) during bronchoscopy for nosocomial pneumonia.24 Several studies, including those post BAL, suggest that hypoxaemia may persist for at least 2 h after the procedure but there is no evidence relating to the duration for oxygen supplementation post procedure.

Oxygen supplementation should be used in patients with persistent significant desaturation (SaO2 change > 4% or SaO2<90%). Target oxygen saturations should be consistent with the principles of published guidance on oxygen therapy.

Evidence statements

- Hypoxaemia is common during bronchoscopy, it is frequently transient, and only considered significant if prolonged (>1 min). Hypoxaemia is more common in the sitting position, with oral or intravenous sedation, with decreasing FEV1 or PEFR, or in patients who require supplemental oxygen before the procedure. The use of suction can exacerbate hypoxaemia. (Evidence level 2+)
- Pulse oximetry demonstrates excellent correlation with arterial gas analysis. (Evidence level 3)
- The use of supplemental oxygen can reduce the severity of hypoxaemia, either by nasal or pharyngeal catheter, at flow rates of at least 2 L/min. (Evidence level 2+)
- Oxygen supplementation should be targeted to patients with persistent significant desaturation (SpO2 change > 4% or SpO2<90%). Target oxygen saturations should be consistent with the principles of published guidance on oxygen therapy. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

- Patients should be monitored by continuous pulse oximetry during bronchoscopy. (Grade C)
- Oxygen supplementation should be used when desaturation is significant (SpO2>4% change, or SpO2<90%) and prolonged (>1 min) to reduce the risk of hypoxaemia-related complications. (Grade D)
- The risks of hypoxaemia-related complications are associated with baseline SaO2 and lung function, comorbidity, sedation and procedural sampling. Fitness for bronchoscopy should incorporate an assessment of these elements, and appropriate monitoring and preprocedure optimisation. (Grade D)

Cardiac complications

Hypoxaemia related to FB is commonly associated with an increase in cardiac workload with elevations of heart rate (approximately 40% above baseline), blood pressure (a rise of 30% above baseline) and cardiac index (approximately 17–32% of baseline).14 18 28 29 Despite this, major arrhythmias are rare during bronchoscopy but believed to be related to myocardial ischaemia. The rate–pressure product (heart rate x systolic blood pressure) during bronchoscopy can approach or exceed the level associated with silent myocardial ischaemia, particularly in patients with hypertension.14 18 28 Increases in systolic blood pressure and heart rate during the bronchoscopy are associated with ECG change in 15% (ST-T change in 4%, transient right bundle branch block in 3%).29 In addition, ECG changes correlate with older age, higher pack-year smoking history but not lung function or changes in oxygen saturation. Cardiac strain has been reported to occur in 21% of patients over the age of 60 years.29

Arthymia

Schiffman et al demonstrated that bronchoscopy was associated with sinus tachycardia in 55–58%, sinus bradycardia in 5–8%, premature ventricular contraction in 8% and atrial premature contraction in 3–5%, with no significant difference according to oxygen supplementation. Payne et al demonstrated a 60% prevalence of baseline minor arrhythmia and 5% incidence of new minor arrhythmia with bronchoscopy.

Katz et al documented 12% of patients with at least an occasional atrial or ventricular ectopic beat before the procedure compared with 80% of patients during or after bronchoscopy. Major cardiac arrhythmias (defined as five or more atrial ectopies/min, supraventricular tachycardia, or five or more ventricular ectopies/min, multifocal ectopic beats, couplets or ventricular tachycardia) increased from 4% before the procedure to 40% during/after the procedure. Atrial arrhythmias occur at widely differing stages of the procedure, but ventricular
arrhythmias occur mainly on passage through the vocal cords. Maximum ventricular arrhythmia is correlated with minimum oxygen saturations. Asymptomatic ST-T wave changes occur in 6% of patients, typically correlating with maximum heart rates. Oxygen saturations can remain lower than preprocedure levels 3 h after bronchoscopy in 30% of patients.

**Myocardial infarction**

Acute MI is considered a contraindication to bronchoscopy within 4–6 weeks. Dweik et al.\(^{31}\) retrospectively analysed the safety of bronchoscopies within 30 days of an acute MI and noted that mortality (5%) was limited to patients with active ischaemia at the time of bronchoscopy.

**Evidence statements**

- Bronchoscopy increases cardiac rate, blood pressure and cardiac index. The rate pressure product is often sufficient to cause myocardial ischaemia. (Evidence level 2+)
- Sinus tachycardia and atrial or ventricular premature contractions are the commonest arrhythmia noted before, during and after bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 3)
- Ventricular arrhythmia (mostly premature contraction, bi and trigeminy) occurs most commonly on passage through the cords and is associated with low oxygen saturations. Oxygen saturations may remain below preprocedure levels for over 3 h in a third of patients. (Evidence level 3)
- Myocardial ischaemia during bronchoscopy is related to heart rate and blood pressure, rather than oxygen saturation per se. It also correlates with increasing age and smoking history. (Evidence level 3)
- Bronchoscopy within 30-days of acute MI is associated with a 5% mortality (related to active ischaemia). In the absence of active ischaemia, when good clinical justification is made, bronchoscopy can be performed. (Evidence level 3)
- Incidence of cardiac arrhythmia is not affected by oxygen supplementation. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- Continuous ECG monitoring should be used when there is a high clinical risk of arrhythmia. (Grade D)
- When there is a high risk of arrhythmia, oxygen saturations, pulse rate and blood pressure should be optimised. Appropriate aftercare monitoring and instructions should be given. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**

- Resuscitation equipment should be readily available. (√)
- Intravenous access should be established before sedation is given and maintained until discharge. (√)

**Bleeding complications**

It is difficult to subclassify bleeding during FB into minor, moderate or severe based on an estimate or measures of blood loss during the procedure. Aspirated blood is collected and mixed with saline, adrenaline and suctioned secretions and an accurate measure is not possible. Classification by the type of clinical intervention necessary to stop the bleeding and stabilise the patient is an easier and reproducible measure of bleeding (see table 5, adapted from Ernst et al.\(^{32}\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of bleeding during bronchoscopy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over two-thirds of patients who develop bleeding have normal coagulation and no clinical risk factors for bleeding. The majority of bleeding is mild to moderate with only 3% estimated at being more than 100 mL. Approximately 90% of bleeding stops spontaneously or requires local vasoconstrictor therapy only (adrenaline/cocaine).\(^{33}\) Appendix 6 provides a management approach to bleeding complications during FB.

At bronchoscopy, clinically significant bleeding was seen in 0.83%, increasing to 1.9% with biopsy, including TBLB.\(^{34}\) TBLB caused mild–moderate bleeding in 0.8% whereas EBB bleeding occurs in only 0.45%.\(^{34}\) Severe bleeding is more common in TBLB than EBB but remains <20 mL in the majority of cases of TBLB (92%).\(^{35}\) Spontaneous resolution of bleeding occurred in two-thirds and was treated with local instillation of adrenaline in the remainder.\(^{35}\) Platelet levels or coagulation studies prior to TBLB do not predict bleeding in procedures in which bleeding occurs.\(^{35}\)

Diette et al.\(^{36}\) prospectively studied 720 procedures, including 38 lung transplants. Transplant recipients are more likely to have TBLB and to receive aspirin therapy, to have blood loss >25 mL and to have the procedure terminated early for bleeding. In multivariate analysis, independent predictors of greater blood loss included lung transplant, performance of TBLB, longer procedure time and older patient age. A smaller prospective study found that bleeding was quantitatively similar between patients with and without lung transplant and typically minor.\(^{37}\)

Weiss et al.\(^{37}\) prospectively reported 66 bronchoscopies in 47 bone marrow transplant recipients with thrombocytopenia (20% had platelets <20 000/mL; 67% platelets <50 000/mL; 88% platelets <100 000/mL). Bleeding-related complications were reported in 6.9% and were usually minor.

In renal failure, including haemodialysis and non-dialysis patients, bronchoscopic biopsy and transbronchial needle aspiration (TBNA) were associated with an overall complication rate of 8%.\(^{38}\)

The concomitant use of clopidogrel with transbronchial biopsy leads to excessive (>100 mL) bleeding in patients taking antiplatelet therapy or a novel oral anticoagulant.

**Box 2 Clinical risk factors for abnormal coagulation**

- Anticoagulant therapy
- Evidence of liver disease
- History, family history or physical evidence of bleeding tendency
- Active bleeding or pre-procedure transfusion
clopidogrel alone (89% vs 3.4%) and clopidogrel with aspirin (100% vs 3.4%)."32 Bleeding rates are significantly higher in all categories of bleeding (minor/moderate/severe) but can be controlled in most instances by bronchoscopic means. Need for transfusion or death following haemorrhage secondary to clopidogrel is rare."32 See appendix 7 for an algorithm for the management of patients on warfarin or clopidogrel undergoing FB.

**Evidence statements**

- Minor bleeding occurs in 0.19% and severe bleeding in 0.26% of bronchoscopies. (Evidence level 3)
- The routine performance of coagulation studies, platelet or haemoglobin counts are of no value in predicting the risk or severity of bleeding. (Evidence level 3)
- Coagulation studies, platelet count and haemoglobin values should be estimated when clinical risk factors indicate a likelihood of abnormal coagulation. However, over two-thirds of patients with significant bleeding possess normal coagulation and no clinical risk factors for bleeding. (Evidence level 3)
- Bleeding complications in patients with thrombocytopenia undergoing bronchoscopy and lavage are approximately 7%. No data are available regarding the safety of TBLB or EBB in thrombocytopenia but the majority of bleeding complications relate to epistaxis. (Evidence level 3)
- Clopidogrel causes bleeding, ranging from mild to severe, when performing TBLB. (Evidence level 3)
- TBLB causes a twofold increase in the risk of mild–moderate bleeding and a threefold increase in the risk of severe bleeding compared with EBB. However, the overall risk remains small and TBLB rarely causes significant blood loss (92% of patients experience blood loss <20 mL) and typically resolves spontaneously or with endoscopic instillation of cocaine/adrenaline. (Evidence level 3)
- Bronchoscopic biopsy and TBNA in patients receiving haemodialysis, or in patients with renal failure without dialysis, result in a higher rate of bleeding complications (~8%; 4% major, 4% minor) than the general population. (Evidence level 3)
- Lung transplantation may predispose patients to greater blood loss at bronchoscopic biopsy, including TBLB. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- Perform coagulation studies, platelet count and haemoglobin concentration when there are clinical risk factors for abnormal coagulation. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopy with lavage can be performed with platelet counts >20 000 per μL. Liaise with the local haematology team regarding the need for platelet transfusion before bronchoscopy if EBB or TBLB is planned. (Grade D)
- Discontinue clopidogrel 7 days prior to consideration of EBB and TBLB. Low-dose aspirin alone can be continued. (Grade C)

**Good practice points**

- Anticoagulants should be managed according to published guidelines as set out in appendix 7 of this guideline. (✓)
- The risk of biopsy needs to be weighed against the potential for benefit and appropriate informed consent obtained. (✓)

**Pneumothorax**

Pneumothorax following bronchoscopy for any indication occurs at a rate of 1 in 1000 (0.1–0.16%)49 but was as high as 0.4–0.8% in some smaller series.40 41 In contrast the rate of pneumothorax in TBLB has been reported to be significantly higher between 1% and 6%4 39 42 43 or higher still in TBLB of diffuse abnormality (9%).43 46 TBLB remains a safe outpatient procedure with a low incidence of delayed complications.37

In relation to all adverse events, pneumothorax represents approximately 10% of all complications but rarely complicates bronchoscopy without TBLB or therapeutic bronchoscopy.4 Pneumothorax is rarely total and often delayed (~40% of pneumothoraces)4 and when present may require intercostal tube drainage (40–70% of cases).39 42 43 47 The frequency of pneumothorax is related to age and the number of TBLBs.3 44 Routine performance of a chest x-ray after TBLB rarely provides useful clinical information in the absence of symptoms43 44 48 and may not be required. In the absence of a routine chest x-ray, monitoring for the development of symptoms associated with pneumothorax should continue for 2 h. The rate of pneumothorax following TBLB does not appear significantly different with or without fluoroscopy,35 but fluoroscopy may be of value to improve the diagnostic yield in focal rather than diffuse lung disease (focal 4.3%, diffuse 9%).43

**Evidence statements**

- Risk of pneumothorax from all bronchoscopic procedures is in 1 in 1000 (0.1%) but increases to between 1 in 100 to 1 in 16 (1–6%) following TBLB. (Evidence level 3)
- Pneumothorax may be delayed (up to 2 h in 40% of cases) and may require intercostal tube drainage (Evidence level 3)
- Routine performance of a chest x-ray after TBLB rarely provides useful clinical information in the absence of symptoms. (Evidence level 3)
- Fluoroscopy may reduce the rate of pneumothorax in focal lung disease. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- A chest radiograph should be obtained if a patient is symptomatic or there is a clinical suspicion of possible pneumothorax after TBLB. (Grade D)
- Fluoroscopic screening may improve diagnostic yield of TBLB in focal but not diffuse lung disease. (Grade D)
- Patients should be advised of the potential for delayed complications following TBLB and provided with written information regarding likely symptoms and action required. (Grade D)

**Fever and infection**

Post bronchoscopy fever (PBF) is not reported in a large prospective study of complications in over 20 000 patients but appears relatively common in other smaller prospective studies focusing on PBF (5–10%).49 50 PBF is most typically seen approximately 8 h (range 4–24 h) following BAL (13%) when it is associated with an acute inflammatory response characterised by fever >38°C, neutrophilic leucocytosis, elevated C-reactive protein, fibrinogen and proinflammatory cytokines,30 32 and an absence of bacteraemia.49 50 53 Fever is typically less than 40°C, lasts on average 14 h but is rarely accompanied by a chest x-ray infiltrate.30 Antibiotic prophylaxis does not prevent PBF, pneumonia or the proinflammatory cytokine response.34

A true bacteraemia post bronchoscopy occurs in 6–8% of patients,49 55 most commonly coagulate negative or positive staphylococci, non-haemolytic or β-haemolytic streptococci, *Citrobacter* or *Klebsiella* species,49 54 55 National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence guidance in March 2008 also concluded that ‘Antibacterial prophylaxis is not recommended for the prevention of endocarditis in patients undergoing procedures of the upper and lower respiratory tract (including bronchoscopy)’.56

**Evidence statements**

- PBF is common, particularly after BAL, and associated with a non-infective acute inflammatory response, typically starting after discharge from hospital. (Evidence level 2++)
Antibiotic prophylaxis does not prevent PBF or pneumonia. (Evidence level 1++)

Bacteraemia occurs in 6–8% of patients undergoing bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

- Patients should receive written information regarding PBF and appropriate management advice. (Grade C)
- Antibiotic prophylaxis is not warranted before bronchoscopy for the prevention of endocarditis, fever or pneumonia. (Grade B)

SAFETY OF FB IN SPECIFIC MEDICAL CONDITIONS

Patients with asthma

The safety of bronchoscopy in asthma has been studied in research and clinical settings. Bronchoscopy often causes a fall in FEV1. In healthy volunteers the mean fall in FEV1 has been reported on average to be between 9% and 17%, however it can be over 20%.12 In patients with asthma the mean fall has been reported to be 10–26%.15 58 59 The majority of studies comparing the fall in FEV1 between patients with asthma and healthy volunteers found no difference between the groups.15 58 60 Patients with increased bronchial hyper-reactivity may have a greater fall in FEV1.57 61 however this has not been universally reported.58 In particular, BAL can cause a fall in the FEV1.58 59

Complication rates post bronchoscopy range between 3.5% and 12% depending on how the complications are reported and what procedures were performed.15 60–63 In addition, patients with severe asthma are more likely to require oral corticosteroids post bronchoscopy.58 Many of the studies use bronchodilators prior to bronchoscopy to increase the FEV1.57 58 60 62 Although this does not seem to reduce the percentage fall in FEV1 it may increase the absolute FEV1 at the end of the procedure, as the patient starts from a higher baseline.

Evidence statements

- Up to 10% of patients with asthma may develop respiratory symptoms post bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 2–)
- BAL is associated with more symptoms in patients with asthma compared with bronchoscopy alone. (Evidence level 2–)

Recommendation

- Patients’ asthma control should be optimised prior to bronchoscopy, especially when BAL is likely to be performed. (Grade C)

Good practice point

- Nebulised bronchodilators should be considered before bronchoscopy in patients with asthma. (√)

Patients with COPD

Bronchoscopy in patients with COPD appears to carry a greater risk compared with those with normal lung function. An increased risk of complications has been reported in severe COPD (defined as FEV1<50% predicted or FEV1<1 L and with FEV1/forced vital capacity < 69%).64 Five percent of patients with COPD compared with 0.6% of controls experienced complication: pneumonia, respiratory failure and desaturation.64 In a separate study, bronchoscopy safety was studied in patients with hypercapnia, 77% of whom had COPD.65 Desaturation occurred in 30% of the study population, 55% of patients developed wheezing and the procedure was terminated early in 20% of patients.65 A randomised control trial studied the effect of inhaled salbutamol (200 µg) on FEV1 after bronchoscopy in moderate to severe COPD.66 No difference was observed (change in FEV1) in the group receiving salbutamol compared with placebo. Nine percent of patients experienced desaturation during bronchoscopy, with no difference again being observed between treatment groups.

In research bronchoscopy comparable complication rates have been reported. Hattotuwa et al67 reported a complication rate of 9%, including haemoptysis (5%), pneumothorax (2%) and bronchospasm (2%). All patients were given 2.5 mg nebulised salbutamol prior to the procedure.

Evidence statements

- Patients with COPD have a higher risk of desaturation and bronchoconstriction compared with controls, however this is not a universal finding. (Evidence level 2–)
- Nebulised salbutamol administered prior to bronchoscopy does not alter the post-bronchoscopy complication rate in patients with COPD. (Evidence level 1–)

Recommendations

- COPD treatment should be optimised prior to bronchoscopy when possible. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopists should be cautious when sedating patients with COPD. (Grade D)

Patients with ischaemic heart disease

The haemodynamic changes during FB might increase the risk of myocardial damage during the procedure. One study has shown an increased risk of ischaemic ECG changes during the procedure in patients over 60.60 A retrospective study investigated the safety of bronchoscopy in 20 patients after acute MI. The procedure was performed an average of 12 days after MI.61 One death occurred in this study—a patient with acute myocardial ischaemia before and during the procedure. No other complications were reported. A retrospective study of patients undergoing bronchoscopy on a coronary care unit reported no difference in complications in subjects after MI compared with those without MI.68

The American perioperative guidelines recommend that elective surgery is avoided for 4–6 weeks after an acute event resulting in myocardial damage.59

Evidence statements

- Active myocardial ischaemia is a contraindication to bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 3)
- FB can increase the risk of active ischaemia, haemodynamic compromise, arrhythmia and further ischaemic events after MI. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

- Liaison with cardiologists should be considered in high-risk patients with cardiac disease and if FB is indicated within 4–6 weeks after MI. (Grade D)
- FB should ideally be delayed for 4 weeks after MI. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopy for haemoptysis

Bronchoscopy can be used to investigate haemoptysis. CT scans have changed the diagnostic pathway and should always be considered prior to bronchoscopy. Two studies have investigated the role of bronchoscopy following a thoracic CT scan. One study in Turkey found a bleeding site in 80% of 203 individuals even if the CT and chest x-ray were normal.70 A different study (n=200) found an endobronchial diagnosis in 0.5% of individuals when the CT was normal.71

Recommendation

- Consider bronchoscopy after a normal CT if the patient is high risk for lung carcinoma or if the haemoptysis continues. (Grade D)
Bronchoscopy in the older patient

Comorbid disease is more likely in the older patient with a potential increase in bronchoscopy risk. Several studies have shown older patients tolerate the procedure well, with no increase in complications. A prospective cohort study suggested that complication rates for pneumothorax and transient hypotension increased with age. When the safety of bronchoscopy was investigated in patients over 80 years old, higher complication rates and mortality rates were reported and these patients were also more likely to be mechanically ventilated after bronchoscopy.

Recommendations
- Age alone should not be a contraindication for bronchoscopy. (Grade D)
- The older patient may require reduced doses of benzodiazepines/opioids for sedation. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopy in patients who are immunosuppressed

FB can provide useful diagnostic information when treating patients with respiratory problems who are immunosuppressed (see ‘Diagnosis of infection’ in this guideline for details of diagnostic value). Bronchoscopy and associated diagnostic techniques are not without risk in this patient population and this should be taken into account before performing a bronchoscopy. BAL has a reported complication rate of 0.49%, depending on how the complications were defined, and deaths associated with BAL have been reported. The main complications associated with BAL are desaturation, a drop in FEV1, and haemorrhage.

Protected specimen brushes (PSBs) can sometimes be used for similar indications to BAL. One study involved patients who were immunocompromised following bone marrow transplant and showed that the complication rates for PSBs were significantly higher than for BAL (36% vs 14%).

TBLB can carry a significant higher complication risk (30%) compared with BAL alone. Pneumothorax, haemorrhage and desaturation were reported to be complications associated with TBLB.

Three studies comparing the overall mortality in patients investigated with FB and patients investigated with non-invasive techniques for obtaining diagnostic samples failed to demonstrate that obtaining samples by bronchoscopy significantly reduces mortality. One study suggested that early FB to obtain diagnostic samples is associated with a lower mortality compared with delayed bronchoscopy for the same indication.

In patients who have had lung transplantation, TBLB may be the only means of diagnosing allograft rejection. It has previously been reported that lung transplant patients have a higher risk of bleeding (>25 mL blood) (44%) compared to other patients undergoing bronchoscopy, resulting in 5.4% of procedures being terminated early. Larger studies have suggested that significant bleeding occurs in 25% or 13% of patients depending on how bleeding is diagnosed. The largest study suggested that bronchoscopy in lung transplant patients carried no increased risk compared with other patient groups and reported a complication risk of 0.7%. It should be noted that only 57% of procedures in this study included TBLB. Other groups have reported higher complication rates of between 4.8% and 22%, depending on how bleeding is diagnosed. The main complications associated with TBLB are oversedation, pneumothorax and haemorrhage.

Evidence statements
- PSB has a low diagnostic yield, is rarely positive when BAL is negative and has a higher complication rate than BAL. (Evidence level 2+)
- BAL in patients who are immunocompromised has a diagnostic rate of 45–62% for infection with an associated complication rate of 0.49%. (Evidence level 2+)
- TBLB carries an increased complication rate compared with BAL of around 30%, which is mainly explained by the increased risk of pneumothorax. (Evidence level 2+)
- Lung transplant patients may be at higher risk of bleeding than other patients who are immuno-suppressed. (Evidence level 2–)
- TBLB has a reported complication rate of between 0.7% and 22%, with the main complications being oversedation, pneumothorax and haemorrhage. (Evidence level 2+)

Recommendations
- When a diagnosis is not likely to be obtained through non-invasive measures, bronchoscopy with BAL can be considered to provide diagnostic information. (Grade C)
- TBLB is helpful in lung transplant recipients when rejection is a possibility. (Grade C)

PREMEDICATION, SEDATION AND TOPICAL ANAESTHESIA FOR FB

Premedication

Various drugs have been considered to have a potential role as premedication, including anticholinergics (atropine and glycopyrrolate), other drugs with cardiovascular activity (eg, clonidine and labeltalol), fenoterol, benzodiazepines and opioids.

Anticholinergics

Anticholinergics, such as atropine and glycopyrrolate, have been postulated to reduce cough and improve bronchoscopic views by reducing airway secretions, and also to prevent vasovagal reactions and reduce reflex bronchoconstriction. Three randomised controlled trials (cumulatively studying more than 1300 patients) examined anticholinergics and failed to demonstrate any consistent clinical benefit for patients undergoing bronchoscopy.

Anticholinergics were associated with an increase in haemodynamic fluctuations (tachycardia and hypertension).

Drugs with cardiovascular activity

Hypertension and tachycardia can commonly occur during bronchoscopy. Several drugs that may blunt the cardiovascular response to bronchoscopy have been studied, postulating a role in avoidance of myocardial ischaemia and arrhythmias.

Two small randomised controlled trials examined the role of clonidine, a centrally acting antihypertensive, and demonstrated a blunting of cardiovascular responses (including blood pressure, heart rate and noradrenaline surges), although hypotension requiring treatment was seen at higher doses of clonidine and there was no improvement in patient tolerance.

A randomised study of intravenous labeltal failed to demonstrate any changes in haemodynamic parameters or procedural tolerance associated with labeltal administration. Surprisingly, there was no tachycardia or hypertension seen in patients in the control arm (who received relatively high doses of sedation), suggesting that the sedation regime is a significant determinant of haemodynamic responses.

Further studies are required to define potential patient benefit of cardiovascular-related premedication and should be powered for endpoints such as myocardial ischaemia and arrhythmias.

Premedication with other drugs

Other small randomised controlled trials have indicated a benefit for several premedication drugs, but study limitations (size, design and lack of detailed participant characteristics) mean that further investigation is required: fenoterol may...
reduce cough rate and topical anaesthesia requirements; dextromethorphan may lower sedation and topical anaesthesia requirements while improving patient tolerance; low-dose oral lorazepam is associated with more favourable bronchoscopy recall at 24 h, but not immediately after the procedure.

The use of premedication with benzodiazepines (such as lorazepam) and opioid-like drugs (such as dextromethorphan) should be discouraged if the same class of drug is to be administered intravenously during bronchoscopy.

Evidence statements

- Three randomised controlled trials have failed to demonstrate significant clinical benefits associated with anticholinergics. Their use in bronchoscopy may be associated with an increased rate of cardiovascular adverse effects. (Evidence level 1+)
- There is a lack of evidence suggesting benefit of routine premedication for bronchoscopy. Small randomised studies suggest a potential role for several agents (clonidine, dextromethorphan, fenoterol, lorazepam), but such findings require validation in much larger studies of well characterised patients. (Evidence level 1–)
- Premedication for bronchoscopy is not routinely indicated. (Grade C)

Recommendations

- Anticholinergics (glycopyrrolate or atropine) should not routinely be used prior to bronchoscopy due to a lack of clinical benefit and a possible increased risk of haemodynamic changes. (Grade A)
- Premedication for bronchoscopy is not routinely indicated. (Grade C)

Sedation

The majority of bronchoscopists in the UK use sedation for bronchoscopy, with only 5–10% routinely performing bronchoscopy on unsedated patients. Five randomised controlled trials, one cohort study and one qualitative study examined patient and physician preference for sedation during bronchoscopy. These studies provided a broad consensus that patients and physicians usually preferred sedation for bronchoscopy, examining domains such as comfort, tolerance, bronchoscopic ease and willingness to undergo a repeat procedure. Some studies suggested that a subset of patients tolerate unsedated bronchoscopy well, suggesting that sedation should remain an option dependent on patient preference and comorbidities (which may limit suitability for sedation).

Evidence statements

- Patients and physicians usually prefer the use of sedation for bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 1+)

Recommendations

- Intravenous sedation should be offered to patients undergoing bronchoscopy, provided there are no contraindications. (Grade B)
- Some patients will tolerate unsedated bronchoscopy well, and patient preference should be sought. (Grade B)

Administration of sedation

Sedation for bronchoscopy is usually the responsibility of bronchoscopists, although some centres use anaesthetist-delivered sedation. Bronchoscopist-delivered sedation should be carefully titrated using small incremental doses to avoid oversedation, particularly given significant variability of patient response to sedatives. The practice of non-titrated single large bolus dose sedation regimes is strongly discouraged.

The desired depth of sedation is usually ‘conscious’ sedation, in which the patient maintains airway patency and cardiorespiratory function and verbal contact with the patient is possible all times, although interventional bronchoscopy may occasionally require deeper sedation provided by formal anaesthetic support. Patients who are more deeply sedated should have the same level of care and monitoring as those undergoing a formal general anaesthetic. An Intercollegiate Working Party of the UK Academy of Medical Royal Colleges, chaired by the Royal College of Anaesthetists, has produced a summary of safe sedation practice (table 6).

Assessment and quantification of sedation depth may be aided by various tools, including the Ramsay Scale and the Modified Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation score (see appendix 9). These tools have particular utility in documentation of sedation level as part of the bronchoscopy record.

Evidence statement

- There is a significant and unpredictable inter-patient variability in required doses of sedative drugs. ( Evidence level 1+ )

Recommendations

- Sedative drugs should be titrated to provide the desired depth of sedation, given significant inter-patient variability in required doses. (Grade B)
- The desired depth of sedation is one in which verbal contact is possible at all times. (Grade D)

Good practice point

- Bronchoscopists are encouraged to document an assessment of sedation depth as part of the procedural report. (√)

Drugs used as sedatives for bronchoscopy

Please refer to appendix 8, tables 1 and 2.

A 2003 UK survey found that 78% of bronchoscopists routinely use midazolam sedation, with midazolam and fentanyl/alfentanil being the most frequent combination sedation regime used. Eleven randomised controlled trials have investigated various drugs and drug combinations for bronchoscopy sedation, including benzodiazepines (eg, midazolam), propofol (and its novel pro-drug propofol), ketamine and opioids (eg, fentanyl, alfentanil).

Benzodiazepines and propofol

Benzodiazepines (eg, midazolam) cause sedation, anxiolysis and anterograde amnesia by binding to and increasing the activity of all times, although interventional bronchoscopy may occasionally require deeper sedation provided by formal anaesthetic support. Patients who are more deeply sedated should have the same level of care and monitoring as those undergoing a formal general anaesthetic. An Intercollegiate Working Party of the UK Academy of Medical Royal Colleges, chaired by the Royal College of Anaesthetists, has produced a summary of safe sedation practice (table 6).

Assessment and quantification of sedation depth may be aided by various tools, including the Ramsay Scale and the Modified Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation score (see appendix 9). These tools have particular utility in documentation of sedation level as part of the bronchoscopy record.

Evidence statement

- There is a significant and unpredictable inter-patient variability in required doses of sedative drugs. (Evidence level 1+)

Recommendations

- Sedative drugs should be titrated to provide the desired depth of sedation, given significant inter-patient variability in required doses. (Grade B)
- The desired depth of sedation is one in which verbal contact is possible at all times. (Grade D)

Good practice point

- Bronchoscopists are encouraged to document an assessment of sedation depth as part of the procedural report. (√)

Drugs used as sedatives for bronchoscopy

Please refer to appendix 8, tables 1 and 2.

A 2003 UK survey found that 78% of bronchoscopists routinely use midazolam sedation, with midazolam and fentanyl/alfentanil being the most frequent combination sedation regime used. Eleven randomised controlled trials have investigated various drugs and drug combinations for bronchoscopy sedation, including benzodiazepines (eg, midazolam), propofol (and its novel pro-drug propofol), ketamine and opioids (eg, fentanyl, alfentanil).

Benzodiazepines and propofol

Benzodiazepines (eg, midazolam) cause sedation, anxiolysis and anterograde amnesia by binding to and increasing the activity of
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), a major brain neurotransmitter. Other benzodiazepines (eg, diazepam and lorazepam) have been used for bronchoscopy, but midazolam has particular suitability given a rapid peak effect and a relatively short half life. Natural variability in the action of cytochrome P450 (CYP) 3A4 and 3A5, responsible for benzodiazepine metabolism, may prolong elimination half life by up to sixfold in 5–8% of the population.¹¹⁹

Flumazenil, a benzodiazepine antagonist, can effectively reverse benzodiazepine oversedation and must be immediately available, although its administration should not be part of routine sedation practice.¹⁰⁵ Given that flumazenil has a shorter half life than midazolam, physicians should be aware of the risks of re-sedation and respiratory depression when flumazenil’s effects cease.

A 2008 National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) report highlighted cases of harm and death resulting from administration of excessive doses of midazolam.¹⁰⁵ To prevent inadvertent injection of high-strength midazolam solution (2 or 5 mg/mL), the NPSA mandates that only low-strength midazolam solution (1 mg/mL) should be available in clinical areas, unless a formal risk assessment has been undertaken.

Propofol (and its pro-drug isoflurpropofol) is another sedative hypnotic that exerts its actions, in part, by increasing the activity of GABA. Together with ketamine, these drugs have a relatively narrow therapeutic window between ‘conscious’ sedation and general anaesthesia, and are currently recommended for use solely by anaesthetists in the UK.¹⁰⁶

Midazolam and propofol have been shown in randomised and cohort studies to improve the experience of having a FB.⁹⁸–¹⁰⁰ reduce procedural discomfort,⁹⁸ ⁹⁹ ¹⁰² cause anterograde amnesia,⁹⁸ ⁹⁹ increase willingness of patients to have further procedures,⁹⁸ ⁹⁹ without worsening the adverse event profile.

Studies comparing propofol with midazolam (±opioid) have found that propofol is associated with a shorter recovery time than midazolam (although the effect size is relatively small) and both regimes are associated with similar adverse event profiles.¹⁰⁹–¹¹¹ ¹¹₅ ¹¹₈ Most studies suggest that patient tolerance is broadly similar for midazolam and propofol, although two studies favoured propofol—Clark et al.¹¹⁰ found a similar assessment of tolerance and cough by the bronchoscopist, but patient assessment favoured propofol. Lo et al.¹¹₅ compared bispectral index guided propofol sedation with clinically guided midazolam sedation (both with alfentanil) and found patient and physician assessment to be improved for propofol (although this group was associated with a lower mean blood pressure, of uncertain significance). Further work has compared combined propofol/alfentanil and propofol/ketamine sedation, finding high satisfaction scores for both, although worryingly, both regimes were reported as frequently being associated with oxygen saturations <90% despite supplemental oxygen.¹¹⁴

**Opioids**

The mechanism of action of opioids such as fentanyl and alfentanil is not completely understood, but they are known to be μ-opioid receptor agonists, causing analgesia, sedation and suppression of the cough reflex. Fentanyl and alfentanil have favourable pharmacological profiles for bronchoscopy, having a rapid peak effect and a relatively short half life. The competitive antagonist, naloxone, effectively reverses opioid-induced respiratory depression and oversedation. For oversedated patients who have received benzodiazepine and opioid, initial reversal with flumazenil (rather than naloxone) is recommended, unless the patient has received a particularly high dose of opioid.

Data supporting the use of monoagent sedation with opioids are limited. One small randomised study compared midazolam with alfentanil sedation, reporting a small improvement in physician-assessed cough score associated with alfentanil, with similar patient and physician assessment of discomfort and physician assessment of procedural ease.¹¹₃

Addition of an opioid to midazolam or propofol improves procedural cough, reduces lidocaine usage and increases patient procedural tolerance.¹¹⁷ ¹¹₈ ¹₂₀ The risk of oversedation may increase when using combination agents, although several studies have failed to demonstrate any increase in clinically significant adverse events.¹¹⁷ ¹¹₈ ¹₂₀ Opioids should be administered (and allowed to reach maximal effect) prior to administration of any other agent.¹⁰⁶

**Evidence statements**

- Midazolam and propofol are sedative agents that can improve bronchoscopy tolerance, decrease discomfort, improve bronchoscopic conditions and increase willingness of patients to have further bronchoscopies. (Evidence level 1+)
- Propofol is associated with a shorter recovery time and a similar adverse event profile as midazolam, although it has been evaluated in the context of medical professionals who are expert in its use. Propofol has a variable and narrow therapeutic window and higher doses cause general anaesthesia. There is no reversal agent or antagonist available for propofol. (Evidence level 1+)
- Addition of an opioid to midazolam or propofol is associated with an improvement in cough, reduced lidocaine usage and increased patient tolerance to bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 1+)

**Recommendations**

- **Benzodiazepines**
  - Intravenous midazolam is the preferred drug for sedation, having a rapid onset of action, being titratable to provide the required depth of sedation and being reversible. (Grade B)
  - No more than 5 mg midazolam should be initially drawn up into any syringe prior to bronchoscopy for patients under the age of 70 (2 mg midazolam for patients over 70) to prevent potential inadvertent oversedation associated with the practice of routinely drawing up 10 mg midazolam. (Grade D)
  - Only low-strength midazolam (1 mg/mL) should be available within bronchoscopy suites. High-strength midazolam (2 mg/mL or 5 mg/mL) should be restricted to general anaesthesia, intensive care and other areas where its use has been formally risk assessed. (Grade D)
- **Propofol**
  - While propofol has similar efficacy to midazolam, it should only be used when administered by practitioners formally trained in its administration (eg, anaesthetists) since it has a narrow therapeutic window beyond which general anaesthesia is achieved. (Grade B)
- **Opioids**
  - Combination opioid and midazolam sedation should be considered in patients to improve bronchoscopic tolerance. (Grade B)
  - When opioids are used, short-acting agents (such as fentanyl or alfentanil) should be used to minimise post-procedural sedation. (Grade D)
When combination sedatives are used, opioids should be administered first and allowed time to become maximally effective before administration of any other agent. (Grade D)

Sedation in specific patient groups
Please refer to appendix 8, tables 1 and 2.

Respiratory failure
Risk of oversedation and respiratory depression may be increased when using combined sedation for patients in respiratory failure, although one cohort study failed to demonstrate this. Dreher et al. compared midazolam with combined midazolam/alfentanil sedation in 30 patients with type I or II respiratory failure. A small, but similar increase in partial pressure of CO₂ was seen in both groups, and combined therapy was associated with improved patient and physician satisfaction. Nevertheless, caution is recommended when administering sedation to patients in respiratory failure.

Older patients
Older patients are likely to require lower doses of sedatives for bronchoscopy and may have prolonged after effects. A study of flunitrazepam (a benzodiazepine) found that, for the same dose of sedative, patients over 60 years old had a prolonged period of amnesia, with a extended duration of impaired coordination (which should be considered when patients are being discharged).

After reports of harm secondary to oversedation in older patients undergoing therapeutic gastrointestinal endoscopy, a 2004 National Confidential Enquiry into Patient Outcome and Death recommended that the practice of routinely drawing up 10 mg midazolam should stop and no more than 2 mg should be initially drawn up for patients over 70 years old (5 mg for patients under 70 years old).

Comorbidities
Other conditions that are likely to require dose modification include hepatic impairment, heart failure and renal impairment.

Concomitant medications
Benzodiazepines, fentanyl and alfentanil are metabolised by CYP 3A4 and there is a risk of prolonged sedation in those receiving concomitant medications that inhibit these enzymes, such as antifungals, antiretrovirals, calcium channel blockers and macrolide antibiotics.

Substance misusers
A cohort study found that substance misusers are likely to need higher doses of sedatives during bronchoscopy.

Topical anaesthesia
Methods for providing airway topical anaesthesia
Lidocaine is the most commonly used drug for topical anaesthesia of the upper airways and tracheobronchial tree, and a variety of preparations and modes of application are used. Lidocaine stabilises the neuronal membrane by inhibiting ionic fluxes, thereby preventing the initiation and conduction of action potentials. Topical anaesthesia has been achieved using 2% gel (nasal), 10% spray (nasal and oropharyngeal) and 1–4% solution (‘spray-as-you-go’ via the bronchoscope working channel; injection into the trachea through the criocothyroid membrane; nebulised; using a dropper in the oropharynx; and applied to the nasal passages using soaked pledgets).

Lidocaine administered to the larynx and tracheobronchial tree significantly reduces incidence of cough and stridor, and reduces the requirement for sedative drugs. Other drugs, such as benzocaine and tetracaine, have been used, but lidocaine is the best characterised with a low risk of adverse effects (including methaemoglobinaemia). Cocaine has previously been used for nasal anaesthesia, but is no longer routinely available in the UK and can be associated with myocardial ischaemia and infarction.

Nasal topical anaesthesia
Nasal lidocaine is most effectively provided using lidocaine gel. In the UK, 2% lidocaine gel preparations are available in volumes of 6 mL, although smaller volumes may be sufficient. Several studies have demonstrated that patients prefer 2% lidocaine gel to lidocaine spray, lidocaine-soaked swabs or EMLA cream.

Oropharyngeal topical anaesthesia
Oropharyngeal topical anaesthesia is conventionally provided using 10% lidocaine spray (10 mg per actuation, usually two to five actuations), although nebulised lidocaine has also been used. One small randomised study found similar efficacy in cough suppression of 10% lidocaine spray and nebulised 4% lidocaine, although the groups were not well matched (particularly smoking status) and subsequent studies have suggested a lack of efficacy of nebulised lidocaine (see below).

Laryngeal and tracheobronchial topical anaesthesia
Several techniques may be used to administer lidocaine to the larynx and lower airways, including:

- ‘Spray-as-you-go’ delivery, in which lidocaine is applied via the bronchoscope working channel. Repeated application allows lidocaine delivery to the entire airway.
- Direct injection into the upper trachea using a needle passed through the criocothyroid membrane, allowing lidocaine delivery to the larynx and trachea prior to bronchoscope insertion. Further lidocaine doses to the bronchial tree may be administered as required via the bronchoscope.
- Spray-as-you-go and criocothyroid lidocaine have had limited comparative evaluation. One small randomised study found a decreased cough rate, but similar patient experience, associated with criocothyroid administration (vs spray-as-you-go). A further small randomised study found bronchosopic conditions, but not patient assessment, were improved for criocothyroid administration compared with nebulised lidocaine.

The evidence for use of nebulised lidocaine is conflicting. The largest randomised controlled trial (150 patients) of nebulised 4% lidocaine versus saline placebo found no benefit to nebulised lidocaine (comparing additional doses of lidocaine required, and cough and comfort scores), while doubling the total dose of lidocaine administered in those who received nebulised treatment. All patients also received lidocaine spray to the nasopharynx and oropharynx, a small volume of lidocaine solution to the vocal cords and main bronchi, and sedation.

The optimal concentration of lidocaine solution has been investigated in three studies, which demonstrated that volume, rather than concentration, of lidocaine determined efficacy of airway topical anaesthesia. A randomised spray-as-you-go study, comparing the same volume of 1% and 2% lidocaine (delivered to the larynx and tracheobronchial tree), found no difference in subjective and objective measures of cough suppression. Another randomised study compared similar volumes of 1%, 1.5% and 2% lidocaine trickled onto the back of the patient’s tongue, which was allowed to be aspirated into the larynx. Although a relatively small study, 1% was found to be equally effective before administration of any other agent.
Recommendations above serum concentrations of 5 results. Lidocaine toxicity is conventionally accepted to be likely

1% lidocaine solution should be used for spray-as-you-go
Nebulisation is not recommended as a technique for delivering
Both cricothyroid and spray-as-you-go techniques are effective as 4% (1% lidocaine solution was not evaluated).

Evidence statements

▸ Topical anaesthesia with lidocaine reduces cough and decreases sedation requirements. (Evidence level 1–)
▸ While other topical anaesthetics such as benzocaine, tetracaine and cocaine have been studied, lidocaine is the best characterised and has a lower risk of methaemoglobinemia. (Evidence level 3)
▸ Good quality randomised studies suggest lower concentration lidocaine is as effective as higher concentrations in achieving cough amelioration during bronchoscopy. (Evidence level 1+)

Recommendations

▸ Lidocaine should be used for topical anaesthesia during bronchoscopy, unless contraindicated. (Grade A)
▸ Nasal topical anaesthesia is most effectively provided using 2% lidocaine gel. (Grade A)
▸ Both cricothyroid and spray-as-you-go techniques are effective in delivering lidocaine to the vocal cords and trachea. (Grade B)
▸ Nebulisation is not recommended as a technique for delivering lidocaine to the airways. (Grade B)
▸ 1% lidocaine solution should be used for spray-as-you-go administration. (Grade A)

The maximal safe dose of lidocaine
Lidocaine has a favourable safety profile when used for bronchoscopy, although high topical doses may cause high serum concentrations, associated with subjective and life-threatening objective signs of toxicity (particularly affecting the central nervous and cardiovascular systems—see appendix 8, table 1).

Peak serum concentrations usually occur from 20 to 45 min after topical application, although concentrations of active (but less potent) metabolites (eg, monoethylglycinexylidide) continue to rise for at least 2 h. Several studies have examined the maximal safe dose of lidocaine, with conflicting results. Lidocaine toxicity is conventionally accepted to be likely above serum concentrations of 5 μg/mL, although studies suggest that subjective side effects may occur at much lower serum concentrations;

Frey et al studied 154 patients who received a mean dose of 15.4 mg/kg lidocaine (including nebulised lidocaine and nasal gel lidocaine). A total of 62% of patients had euphoria or dizziness (subjective signs of toxicity) despite only one patient having serum concentration >5 μg/mL.

Martin et al studied 39 volunteer healthcare workers having unsedated bronchoscopy who received a median dose of 9.6 mg/kg lidocaine (including nebulised and nasal gel lidocaine). A total of 92% had subjective side effects.

Other studies failed to demonstrate side effects with average lidocaine doses of 7.1–9.3 mg/kg. However, these data should be interpreted with caution given significant inter-patient variability between dose administered and serum concentration (partly due to unpredictable absorption at different parts of the respiratory tract), with serum concentrations >5 μg/mL occasionally seen even for lower doses of administered lidocaine.

Given randomised studies suggesting that a low cough score is achievable with a total lidocaine dose of less than 160 mg, bronchoscopists should strive to use the lowest dose of lidocaine possible, while still ensuring good bronchosopic conditions and patient comfort.

While lidocaine absorption varies throughout the respiratory tract, bronchoscopists should assess and record the total lidocaine dose administered during bronchoscopy (including nasal, oropharyngeal, laryngeal and tracheobronchial lidocaine). Appendix 8, table 3 illustrates the lidocaine dose associated with various formulations and concentrations.

Factor influencing the risk of lidocaine toxicity during bronchoscopy
Please refer to appendix 8.

Risk of toxicity increases in those with hepatic and cardiac dysfunction, and significant renal impairment. Care should be taken with older patients, although one small study found no difference in adverse events associated with bronchoscopic lidocaine administration (mean dose 10.6 mg/kg) when comparing patients aged 30–50 years with those aged 60–75 years.

Evidence statements

▸ For the same dose of administered lidocaine, there is significant inter-patient variability in the corresponding peak serum lidocaine concentration. (Evidence level 1+)
▸ Doses up to 15.4 mg/kg may be used without serious adverse events, but subjective symptoms of lidocaine toxicity (eg, dizziness, euphoria) were reported in studies using ≥9.6 mg/kg lidocaine. (Evidence level 2+)
▸ Low total doses of lidocaine <160 mg may be associated with effective cough suppression. (Evidence level 1+)

Recommendations

▸ To reduce the risk of lidocaine toxicity, bronchoscopists should use the lowest dose of lidocaine sufficient to prevent excessive coughing and provide patient comfort. (Grade D)
▸ Bronchoscopists should remain vigilant for objective and subjective symptoms of lidocaine toxicity, particularly given significant inter-patient variability in lidocaine absorption and metabolism. (Grade B)

Good practice point
▸ Bronchoscopists should monitor and document the total lidocaine dose delivered at all sites during bronchoscopy. (✓)

SAMPLING AND DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY
Bronchoscopy is an important tool in the diagnostic pathway for patients with potential lung cancer, with interstitial lung disease and with pulmonary infection. A variety of sampling methods can be used during FB. A how to guide on sampling techniques can be found in appendix 10.

Lung cancer
In patients with lung cancer, a chest CT scan should be performed prior to a bronchoscopy and patients with central lesions on the CT scan should be offered bronchoscopy if the nodal status does not influence the management decision. The diagnostic yield from bronchoscopy depends on whether the tumour is visible within the bronchial tree. Many studies have demonstrated the sensitivity of bronchial biopsy with forceps, which ranges from 48% to 93% (American College of Chest Physicians guidelines 2007, table 2).

Studies have shown that the addition of bronchial brush specimens and washings increases the diagnostic yield of bronchoscopy in patients with lung cancer. The systematic review and meta-analysis carried out by the American College of Chest Physicians identified 35 studies of patients with central disease undergoing bronchoscopy. The pooled data in 4507
patients demonstrated an overall combined sensitivity of 88% for bronchoscopic techniques. Biopsy of visible lesions alone had a yield of 74% while washings had a sensitivity of 48% and yield from brushings was 59%. McLean et al.146 analysed 2238 bronchoscopies carried out between January 1991 and December 1992 in five centres in Scotland. When endobronchial tumour was seen, sensitivity for brushings and washings combined was 47%. The yield from biopsy alone was 82% and when combined with brushings and washings the yield increased to 87%. When the tumour was not visible the sensitivity of brushings and washings combined was 9%.146

The optimal number of bronchial biopsy specimens in cases of visible endobronchial tumour has also been studied. Gellert147 demonstrated that at least five samples are required to achieve a 90% probability of a positive malignant biopsy for a visible tumour.147 Popovich et al.148 demonstrated in peripheral lung cancer lesions biopsied using TBLB that only a 45% diagnostic yield was achieved with one biopsy and in some cases the diagnosis was not achieved before the fifth or sixth biopsy. They suggested that up to 10 biopsies may be required.

Based on recent evidence, it is reasonable to expect a diagnostic yield of 85% when the tumour is visible at bronchoscopy using bronchial biopsy.149 150 Slade et al.149 examined the diagnostic yield from FB at a single centre between 2001 and 2007. In patients with tumour visible at bronchoscopy, the yield increased from 75% in 2001 to 94.5% in 2007.

The management of patients with advanced NSCLC now depends on the phenotyping and genotyping of lung cancer.151 However, the currently available evidence does not clarify whether this is routinely possible with bronchoscopic samples and in particular whether bronchial brushings and washings are suitable for subclassification of NSCLC. Studies of the sequence of biopsies, brushings and washings suggest that the order of sample acquisition is not important.152 However, to maximise the volume of tissue to allow the phenotyping and genotyping of advanced NSCLC, bronchial brushings and washings may be taken after sufficient biopsy specimens have been taken.

In addition to providing pathological information, bronchoscopy enables the location and extent of an endobronchial lesion to be determined. Careful assessment of the vocal cords is mandatory, since the presence of vocal cord palsy may provide evidence of mediastinal invasion (and thus inoperability). Bronchoscopy also allows for accurate assessment of the location and therefore T staging of an endobronchial tumour which may have implications for surgical treatment.

Recommendations for FB in performing conventional TBNA and endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) TBNA as a diagnostic technique for lung cancer are discussed in the BTS guideline for advanced diagnostic and therapeutic FB in adults, which also includes a guide on how to perform TBNA.3

Evidence statements

- In patients with visible endobronchial tumour a diagnostic yield of at least 85% is achievable. (Evidence level 2+)
- A minimum of five biopsies should be taken when endobronchial tumour is visible. (Evidence level 3)
- The diagnostic yield from bronchoscopy can be increased by undertaking brush and lavage specimens in addition to bronchial biopsy. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

- A diagnostic level of 85% should be attainable when definite endobronchial tumour is visible. (Grade B)
- At least five biopsy samples should be taken when endobronchial tumour is visible to maximise diagnostic yield and the volume of biopsy tissue and to allow for tumour phenotyping and genotyping. (Grade D)
- When endobronchial tumour is visible, brushings and washings can increase the diagnostic yield of the procedure. (Grade D)
- A chest CT scan should be performed prior to a diagnostic bronchoscopy in patients with suspected lung cancer. (Grade D)

Interstitial lung disease

Bronchoscopy is a useful diagnostic tool in some ILDs, particularly sarcoidosis, hypersensitivity pneumonitis and organising pneumonia.133 BAL and TBLB are frequently performed in suspected cases of ILD.

TBLB is a technique which uses biopsy forceps to obtain alveolar tissue; it is particularly useful in obtaining histological specimens for suspected cases of ILD, although crush artefact during the procedure may render the samples inadequate for histological diagnosis, particularly in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. The size of forceps used does not appear to affect the diagnostic yield (see appendix 10 for a step-by-step guide on how to perform TBLB).133 A retrospective review of 452 bronchoscopies in localised and diffuse lesions examined by TBLB demonstrated a diagnostic yield in 55.2% of patients with a localised lesion and 67% in those with diffuse lesions. The study also demonstrated an increase in the diagnostic yield with an increasing number of specimens, so that taking more than four biopsies increased the yield from 32% to more than 70%.63 The complication rate in this series was 6%; 5.8% developed a pneumothorax (3.8% required intercostal drainage) and significant bleeding was noted in 0.2%, suggesting that TBLB is a useful diagnostic procedure with a low complication rate.63

The use of BAL may be controversial, since its use in diagnosis and monitoring disease activity is limited in ILD, and its current strength is in research in understanding the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms in ILD.134 There is a suggestion that combining techniques increases diagnostic yield. In a study investigating patients with sarcoidosis, TBLB alone was diagnostic in 58%, TBNA alone was successful in diagnosing 17% of cases as was BAL alone; combining all three procedures led to a 100% diagnostic rate.155

No evidence currently exists for the coexistent use of BAL with TBLB, however it is reasonable to perform both these procedures in cases of suspected ILD. BAL and TBLB should be performed in areas shown to be affected on high-resolution CT (HRCT)156 and both procedures should be performed on the same lung. In those with typical HRCT features of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, BAL and TBLB are not required for diagnosis.

Diagnostic bronchoscopic procedures have moderate (67–74%) diagnostic sensitivity in patients with diffuse ILD.157 158 but have high diagnostic sensitivity in cases of sarcoidosis. In a study of 530 consecutive TBLBs in patients with diffuse infiltrates, the overall diagnostic yield was 50% and 75% for stage II–III sarcoidosis. The diagnostic yield of hypersensitivity pneumonitis in this series was 92%. In a case series of 183 patients with bilateral diffuse shadowing, Mitchell et al.159 demonstrated that TBLB had a diagnostic yield of 77% for patients with sarcoidosis.

The diagnostic sensitivity of TBLB and BAL in sarcoidosis is estimated to be between 56% and 77%, increasing with the severity of the disease.157 159–164 One study demonstrated the sensitivity of TBLB to be 55% in stage I disease, 80% in stage II

good practice point

Evidence statements

Evidence statements

Bronchoscopists should keep a record of their personal diagnostic accuracy for FB. (√)

Diagnosis of infection

Bronchoscopy is a useful procedure to diagnose infection when less invasive methods to diagnose the underlying aetiology are not suitable.

This section includes basic sampling methods (bronchial wash, BAL, TBLB, EBB and bronchial brush) but does not include advanced techniques such as EBUS TBNA, which are covered in the advanced bronchoscopy guidelines. 3

The spectrum of infections encountered in immunocompromised hosts differs from that seen in immunocompetent individuals. The role of FB in obtaining diagnostic samples in these two patient groups also differs

Bronchoscopic in the diagnosis of infection in the immunocompromised host

The underlying aetiology for pneumonia in patients who are immunocompromised varies with the prevalence of disease in the community and with geographical area. Studies performed in Africa where there is a high prevalence of TB have shown the most common organism causing pneumonia in patients with HIV-related immunosuppression is mycobacterium TB. 169 170 In Western countries with a lower prevalence of TB, commonly encountered organisms are Pneumocystis jiroveci, fungal infections, bacterial infections and viral infections such as cytomegalovirus and Cryptococcus. 171–173 A variety of bronchoscopic techniques can be used depending on the local population, disease prevalence and host defences (figure 1).

Bronchoalveolar lavage

BAL has been shown to have high sensitivity in P jiroveci pneumonia. In the absence of prior antibiotic use for treatment or prophylaxis, BAL is reported to have a sensitivity between 90% and 98% for P jiroveci. 174–179 Prior use of empiric antibiotic treatment reduces the sensitivity to around 64%, 178 Bilateral BAL sampling has a higher diagnostic yield compared with unilateral BAL 179 and BAL from upper lobes has higher sensitivity compared with lower or middle lobe sampling techniques. 180 181 The comparable sensitivity of BAL to transbronchial biopsy, 176 but with fewer inherent risks, means that BAL is regarded as the gold standard investigation for suspected P jiroveci infection.

BAL in patients who are immunocompromised with smear-negative pulmonary TB has been reported to have a sensitivity of 10–30% based on microscopy, 182–184 and a sensitivity of 52–95% on culture. 182–184 When PCR techniques are used on BAL material, a rapid diagnosis of TB with reported sensitivity of 85.7% and specificity of 90.9% 185 have been reported. Serological tests on BAL in patients with HIV (unlike those without HIV) with suspected pulmonary TB have shown a lower sensitivity, but the specificity remains high. 185

In invasive aspergillosis, BAL is reported to show characteristic hyphae in 34–64% 186–188 and to be positive on cultures for Aspergillus in 23–85% of cases. 186–188 If available, galactomannan antigen detection on BAL is useful. Meta-analysis looking at the performance of BAL galactomannan testing in detection of proven invasive aspergillosis suggested that the test has a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity of 79% 189 Unlike the serum galactomannan test, BAL galactomannan is equally sensitive in patients with haematological or other causes of immunosuppression. 190 There have been reports of false-positive results when using the serum galactomannan test, especially in patients who are receiving certain β-lactam antibiotics. 191–194 The reported sensitivity for PCR on BAL in cases of invasive aspergillosis is 67–100% and the specificity 96–100%. 195 196 The PCR
techniques have some limitations, including lack of standardisation for processing of samples.

BAL and bronchial washings in patients who are immunocompromised with bacterial pneumonia have been shown to change the diagnosis in 50% and change antibiotic therapy in 62% of patients who are HIV positive. In patients with AIDS and suspected cryptococcal disease, bronchoscopies with BAL and bronchial washings have a combined sensitivity on smear equal to that of TBLB and superior to that of TBLB fungal culture.

TBLB/EBB and brush biopsies

TBLB has been reported to have a comparable yield to BAL in cases of *P jiroveci pneumonia* in some studies, although other studies have shown it to be inferior and some have shown it to have higher sensitivity than BAL. Since TBLB carries the risk of pneumothorax of between 2.5% and 3.7%, it is not recommended in patients with suspected *P jiroveci pneumonia*. In areas of low TB prevalence where *Pneumocystis* is more likely to be responsible for infection, TBLB may not be required during the initial bronchoscopy.

In cases of pulmonary TB in immunocompromised hosts, the sensitivity of TBLB based on positive microscopic examination is reported to be between 19% and 39%. Although fewer granulomata are seen on TBLB in patients who are immunocompromised compared with those who are immunocompetent, TBLB was the reported exclusive method of diagnosis in around 13% of patients in a study. The overall reported sensitivity for cultures of TBLB is reported to be 42–52%.

EBB and TBLB have a lower diagnostic yield compared with BAL in the diagnosis of invasive aspergillosis. Biopsy may confirm the presence of hyphae and demonstrate pathognomonic tissue damage due to hyphae. Careful consideration must therefore be given to the risk versus benefit, especially the risk of bleeding if concurrent thrombocytopenia is present, or of pneumothorax in these critically ill patients.

Brush biopsies to diagnose *P jiroveci pneumonia* have been consistently found to have lower sensitivity compared with BAL, with reported sensitivity between 29% and 52%. Due to its limited sensitivity, brush biopsy has a limited role in this setting.

**Evidence statements**
- BAL has excellent yield in *P jiroveci pneumonia* and is now considered the gold standard. (Evidence level 3)
- BAL has a good diagnostic yield for the majority of infections and may be sufficient as the only bronchoscopic investigation in countries with a low prevalence of TB. (Evidence level 3)
- BAL can show characteristic hyphae and has moderate sensitivity for invasive aspergillosis based on cultures. (Evidence level 3)
- BAL galactomannan test has excellent sensitivity and specificity for invasive aspergillosis and should be considered if available. (Evidence level 3)
- Post-bronchoscopy sputum is a complementary method of collecting material for staining for AFB and should be collected if the patient is able to provide a sample. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**
- In patients with pulmonary infiltrates who are immunocompromised and in whom TB is considered unlikely, BAL alone is usually sufficient to achieve a diagnosis. In areas or populations with high prevalence of TB, TBLB may be considered in addition. (Grade C)
- BAL or bronchial washings should be sent for microscopy for AFB and for mycobacterial culture in patients with pneumonia who are immunocompromised. (Grade C)
- Post-bronchoscopy sputum could be collected in patients who are immunocompromised and suspected to have TB. (Grade D)
- TBLB and EBB for invasive aspergillosis may be avoided if BAL galactomannan test is available due to the high sensitivity and specificity of the latter and inherent risks with the biopsies. (Grade C)
In patients suspected to have invasive aspergillosis, BAL should be sent for microscopy for hyphae and fungal culture; a BAL galactomannan test should be considered to further improve diagnostic yield. (Grade C)

Bronchoscopy in the diagnosis of infection in the immunocompetent host

There are no randomised trials to compare the outcome of invasive tests such as bronchoscopy in the early phase of infection with non-invasive tests and/or empirical treatment in cases of community-acquired pneumonia. The current guidelines on management of community-acquired pneumonia recommend the use of non-invasive investigations. In patients with moderate to severe disease, bronchoscopy should be reserved for patients whose condition fails to respond. The role of bronchoscopy in the early phase of management of a patient with community-acquired pneumonia may be quite limited.

Bronchoscopy should be considered in patients whose condition fails to respond to initial treatment for community-acquired pneumonia. In this setting, FB can help to exclude underlying lung cancer which can be present in a significant proportion of patients with non-resolving pneumonia. FB is also useful in this patient group to diagnose and remove aspirated organic or inorganic material. In adults, the presence of a non-resolving pneumonia, lung abscess, atelectasis or collapse can indicate inorganic material. In adults, the presence of a non-resolving pneumonia may be quite limited.

Bronchoscopy is able to provide an adequate sample. A bronchoscopy in patients whose condition has failed to respond to treatment provides an opportunity to collect additional samples for microbiological cultures.

In patients who are suspected to have TB but are unable to provide an adequate sputum sample, bronchoscopy can be used as an alternative to induced sputum to obtain material for staining. The overall combined yield of bronchoscopy in patients with negative sputum smears, with procedures such as BAL, bronchial biopsies, bronchial wash and post-bronchoscopy sputum, is reported to be 28.8–48.3% based on microscopy and smears for AFB and 69.2–94% based on cultures.

**BAL and bronchial aspirate**

Bronchial aspirates obtained for the purpose of culture and sensitivity have a significant false-positive rate due to contamination with upper respiratory tract secretions. Protected catheters have a lower risk of contamination. Protected catheter and BAL samples have a reported sensitivity based on quantitative cultures of 64.7–70% and 73.8–77% respectively in patients with community-acquired pneumonia who had a bronchoscopy within 12 h of hospital admission. The yield is lower when bronchoscopy is performed after treatment failure (lack of response after 72 h).

BAL also provides suitable material for other tests such as PCR and antigen detection. Performing the pneumococcal antigen test on BAL is reported to have a sensitivity of 54–95% and a specificity of 86.8–100% for pneumococcal pneumonia. When available, use of PCR on BAL has been shown to be useful in the detection of legionella, with reported sensitivity and specificity approaching 100%. It has been suggested that samples should routinely be sent for legionella PCR if bronchoscopy is performed.

In patients with suspected TB and negative sputum smear, BAL and bronchial aspirates range in sensitivity from 23% to 28% on smears and 32–88% on cultures. Studies have shown a high sensitivity of PCR when performed on BAL fluid with a range of 78–80.9%. The ability to make an early diagnosis by using PCR can be further enhanced by performing BAL smears at the same time. BAL PCR appears to have a false-positive rate of around 4.4%. Tests on BAL, such as enzyme-linked immunospot have high sensitivity and specificity and can rapidly distinguish between smear-negative pulmonary TB and latent TB infection.

**EBB and TLBL**

EBB or TLBL are useful in the diagnosis of slowly or non-resolving pneumonia if there are any visible endobronchial abnormalities or if there is a possibility of TB. There is no evidence to suggest they are useful as a routine test in patients with pneumonia.

In patients with proven pulmonary TB, bronchial and brush biopsies show typical granulomata in 3.84–53% of cases. Post-bronchoscopy sputum is culture positive in 14–46% of patients and sputum should be cultured if the patient is able to provide an adequate sample.

**Evidence statements**

- A significant proportion of patients (11%) with non-resolving pneumonia, who are over 50 and are ex-smokers or current smokers, may have underlying carcinoma. Bronchoscopy can play an important role in diagnosing endobronchial lesions, especially if there is an additional history of weight loss of >3 kg in the preceding 3 months. (Evidence level 2–)
- PCR for legionella on BAL specimens has a sensitivity approaching 100%. (Evidence level 2+)
- In TB, BAL, bronchial aspirates and post-bronchoscopy sputum all contribute to the overall diagnostic yield. (Evidence level 2+)
- In high-prevalence areas, routine samples for culture and microscopy for TB confirm TB in 6–8% of patients, even if bronchoscopy is performed for another indication. (Evidence level 2+)

**Recommendations**

- Bronchoscopy may be considered in patients with non-resolving or slowly resolving pneumonia, especially if they are current or ex smokers and older than 50 years. (Grade C)
- If bronchoscopy is performed for community-acquired pneumonia, BAL specimens should be sent for legionella PCR and atypical pathogens. (Grade C)
- Bronchoscopy may be considered if the patient is suspected to have TB when sputum smear is negative. (Grade C)
- In cases of suspected TB, BAL, bronchial aspirates, and post-bronchoscopy sputum appear to be complementary and should all be analysed. (Grade C)
- In areas with high or intermediate prevalence of TB, patients undergoing bronchoscopy for another indication should have samples sent routinely for cultures for TB. (Grade C)

**BRONCHOSCOPY IN THE ICU**

FB facilitates inspection of the upper airways and bronchial tree in critically ill patients in the ICU. In non-intubated patients the risks of bronchoscopy are those described in the section on ‘Monitoring, precautions and complications’. However, bronchoscopy in the ICU commonly involves intubated patients supported by mechanical ventilation, with significant other illness and comorbidities, and therefore bronchoscopy requires careful consideration in this patient population.

**Bronchoscopes used in the ICU**

The specifications of a bronchoscope suitable for use in the ICU require a degree of compromise. The internal diameter of the
ET may restrict the size of the bronchoscope, while efficient suctioning requires a larger bronchoscope with a wide suction channel. The internal diameter of the tracheal tube relative to the external diameter of the bronchoscope is an important consideration. Bronchoscopes in the non-intubated patient occupy only 10–15% of the cross-sectional area of the trachea. In contrast, a 5.7 mm bronchoscope occupies 40% of a 9 mm ET and 66% of a 7 mm tracheal tube. Failure to recognise this may lead to inadequate ventilation of the patient and impaction of or damage to the bronchoscope.

Lubrication is essential to facilitate passage of the bronchoscope. Tracheostomy tubes are prone to damage the bronchoscope, particularly during withdrawal when the rigid edge of the end of the tracheostomy tube can abrade the covering of the bronchoscope.

A single model (non-human) study addresses the issue of airway support device and size of bronchoscope. In this study, the laryngeal mask airway (LMA), reinforced LMA (RLMA) and ET were assessed in a simulated model of ventilation, measuring flow resistance during simulated inspiration and the maximum size of flexible bronchoscope (using oesophageal dilators to mimic six different sizes of bronchoscope (2.7–8.9 mm external diameter)). This study demonstrated that the LMA can accommodate a larger bronchoscope than the corresponding sizes of RLMA and ET. Mean flow resistance was 2.3 (1.7–3.5) times higher with the RLMA and 2.1 (1.2–4.2) times higher with the ET compared with the LMA, and 1.2 (0.7–1.8) times lower with the ET compared with the RLMA. Removal of the LMA aperture bars resulted in a mean decrease in flow resistance of 3.6%. The study provides useful information on the maximum external diameter of the bronchoscope to be used with different airway devices. This information is provided in appendix 11 of this guideline.

Recommendation

- The external diameter of a bronchoscope used in the ICU setting should be carefully selected according to the external diameter of the bronchoscope, the size of the airway support device (ET or laryngeal mask) and the type of airway device used. (Grade D)

Indications for FB in the ICU

FB may be performed in the ICU for a wide range of diagnostic or therapeutic indications. These are considered separately in the sections below.

Treatment of lobar collapse

Bronchoscopy has been used to treat lobar collapse in intubated patients whose condition has failed to respond to treatments such as physiotherapy. Retained bronchial secretions may obstruct major airways, and local directed suction using a wide channel bronchoscope combined with saline instillation has been used to treat this condition.

A total of four case series (comprising 47 patients) and one case report have reported the use of bronchoscopy in ventilated patients to reverse lobar atelectasis, with good immediate outcome reported in all studies. All such studies are non-comparative and therefore subject to bias. However, bronchoscopy may be considered in patients with lobar atelectasis which is not responding to conventional treatment.

One randomised trial has been conducted assessing the utility of bronchoscopy in the prevention of atelectasis in 29 patients, ventilated after thoracic surgery (lobectomy). In this study, there was no difference in any outcome measured (including blood gases, spirometry, the need for further bronchoscopy, radiology, ICU and hospital stay) between those treated using bronchoscopy and those treated with suction and physiotherapy (standard care).

Evidence statement

- A well conducted randomised trial demonstrates no benefit in the use of bronchoscopy compared with physiotherapy and suction in the prevention of post-lobectomy atelectasis in ventilated patients. (Evidence level 1+)

Recommendations

- Prophylactic bronchoscopy and lavage should not be used to prevent post-lobectomy atelectasis in ventilated patients. (Grade A)
- Bronchoscopy may be considered in specific circumstances for the relief of atelectasis in intubated and ventilated patients. (Grade D)

Diagnosis and management of haemoptysis/haemorrhage

A minor degree of endotracheal bleeding is common during routine tracheal suctioning and may result from tracheal epithelial abrasions. If an intubated patient has persistent or excessive bleeding through the ET, bronchoscopy may identify the source and extent of the haemorrhage.

A total of two case series report the utility of bronchoscopy in the management of diagnosis of haemoptysis/haemorrhage in ventilated patients. A case series of seven patients reports control of haemorrhage in six of seven patients using bronoscopic intervention (saline/adrenaline instillation) after an average of 5.9 treatments per patient, with one patient reported as dying of haemorrhage.

A larger case series has retrospectively compared the utility of bronchoscopy and CT in the diagnosis and management of haemoptysis in 80 cases of haemoptysis in ventilated patients. A bleeding site was identified with bronchoscopy in 71 (89%) vs 64 (80%) with HRCT (p>0.3). The two techniques together diagnosed the site of bleeding in 96%. The final cause of haemoptysis was identified by bronchoscopy in only two patients, compared with 49 patients using HRCT.

CT is therefore likely to be the first-line diagnostic test in haemoptysis/haemorrhage in ventilated patients. Bronchoscopy may be diagnostically useful in specific circumstances when haemoptysis occurs in mechanically ventilated patients (eg, for the diagnosis of diffuse alveolar haemorrhage on bronchoscopic samples), but there is no evidence that directly addresses this issue. FB may be used in the management of haemoptysis in mechanically ventilated patients, but the evidence for its efficacy is scanty, and consideration should be given to local resources and other feasible techniques (eg, rigid bronchoscopy, surgery or interventional radiology) depending on the clinical situation.

Recommendation

- Bronchoscopy may be considered in ventilated patients with haemoptysis if CT imaging has been performed and is unhelpful, or is not possible. (Grade D)

Diagnosis of infection in ICU/ventilated patients

Bronchoscopically directed lavage or brushing techniques and ‘non-invasive’ techniques (blind catheter brushes) can be used to obtain microbiological samples in ventilated patients with suspected ventilator-associated pneumonia. Either qualitative or quantitative microbiological techniques can be used to analyse the samples obtained.

There are a large number of case series assessing the utility of bronchoscopy in the diagnosis of infection in ventilated patients which show great variability in the gold standard
used for the diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia (autopsy, clinical course, bronchoscopy results), the microbiological cut-off threshold for the diagnosis of confirmed infection (number of colony-forming units, number of intracellular organisms) and the exact bronchoscopic and non-bronchoscopic techniques used (BAL, protected telescope brush, telescop ing catheters). This results in a wide range of reported sensitivities of bronchoscopic techniques (51–100%), and variable comparison to non-invasive techniques. Overall, bronchoscopy and lavage or brushing appears to be safe for microbiological diagnosis in ventilated patients.

A well conducted systematic review conducted in 2008 included five randomised trials (totalling 1367 patients) which assessed the utility of invasive (bronchoscopic) versus non-invasive (blind catheter brush and other blind techniques) in reducing mortality and ICU stay in ventilated patients with clinically diagnosed ventilator-associated pneumonia. Comparing quantitative and qualitative cultures (1240 patients), there were no statistically significant differences in mortality rates (RR=0.91, 95% CI 0.75 to 1.11). In addition, there was no evidence of mortality reduction in the invasive group versus the non-invasive group (RR=0.93, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.11) and no significant differences between the interventions in the number of days on mechanical ventilation, length of ICU stay or antibiotic change.

Thus, evidence from a well conducted systematic review suggests that bronchoscopic (invasive) techniques are not superior to less invasive techniques as a diagnostic strategy in ventilated patients with suspected pneumonia, with no improvement in clinically meaningful outcomes (mortality, ICU stay, days ventilated) using more invasive diagnostic strategies. As bronchoscopic techniques are more invasive with no demonstrated benefit over less invasive techniques, this evidence suggests bronchoscopy should not be used in preference to non-invasive diagnostic strategies. However, when non-invasive diagnostic strategies are not available, bronchoscopy to confirm diagnosis may be a reasonable option, although there is no direct evidence to address this issue.

The evidence above does not address the issue of diagnosis of non-ventilator-associated pneumonia in ventilated patients (e.g., patients with community-acquired pneumonia who subsequently require ventilation).

Evidence statement

- In the diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia, invasive diagnostic strategies using bronchoscopy are not associated with improvement in clinically important outcomes in ventilated patients (mortality, length of ventilation and length of ICU stay) compared with ‘non-invasive’ techniques. (Evidence level 1–)

Recommendations

- Directed non-invasive diagnostic strategies (e.g., blind catheter aspiration) should be used first line in preference to bronchoscopy in ventilated patients with suspected ventilator-associated pneumonia. (Grade A)

- When such non-invasive diagnostic techniques fail to identify a responsible organism, bronchoscopy should be considered for the diagnosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia. (Grade D)

Transbronchial biopsies and needle aspiration in the ICU/ventilated patients

Transbronchial biopsy may be considered in selected patients for histological diagnosis. A single case series reports the utility of transbronchial biopsy under fluoroscopy in 13 ventilated patients with progressive infiltrates. Transbronchial biopsy established the diagnosis in six (46%), and was considered helpful in treatment of all these patients. However, significant complications occurred in 31% (two pneumothoraces requiring drainage, one haemorrhage and one arrhythmia), although no deaths were attributed to the procedure. On the basis of this limited evidence, transbronchial biopsy should be cautiously used in intubated/ventilated patients, with poor diagnostic yields (<50%) and significant potential harm.

A small (eight patient) retrospective case series described the use of TBNA in ventilated patients with abnormal lymph nodes identified on CT scan. In this series, there were no complications, and discounting a single case in which a definite diagnosis could not be obtained, TBNA had a sensitivity of 83% and a specificity of 100% (giving positive predictive value of 100%, negative predictive value of 50%). In five of eight (63%) cases, TBNA led to a change in management.

This small case series suggests that TBNA may be a useful procedure in highly selected mechanically ventilated patients.

Diagnosis of acute respiratory distress syndrome

A randomised crossover study has been conducted comparing the diagnostic utility of bronchoscopy and catheter lavage in differentiating acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) (n=21) from those at risk of ARDS (n=20) using cell profiles. Although this study was well conducted and demonstrated that bronchoscopy and BAL can distinguish between ARDS and acute lung injury when catheter lavage cannot, the diagnostic methods used (total protein, protein permeability, epithelial lining fluid volume and myeloperoxidase) are research tools and not in current standard practice, and the clinical implications are unknown.

Precautions and contraindications to bronchoscopy on the ICU

Critically ill patients represent a high risk group for most invasive procedures. They will often present with hypoxia, electrolyte disturbances, clotting abnormalities and arrhythmias. It is therefore important that the potential benefits of bronchoscopy outweigh the risks. Elevated prothrombin time, increased activated partial thromboplastin time, reduced fibrinogen titre or thrombocytoopenia indicate clotting dysfunction which makes biopsy procedures hazardous. Critically ill patients may be more susceptible to the toxic effects of local anaesthetics. However, in the ventilated patient intravenous sedation or anaesthesia is probably the most appropriate alternative.

A case series of 37 ventilated patients with severe thrombocytoopenia (platelets<50) undergoing bronchoscopy (33 BALs, 5 TBLBs) demonstrated only two deaths associated with the procedure (5.4%), one of which was secondary to a major airway bleed. Minor tracheobronchial bleeds requiring no treatment were seen in 32%. In this study, it is not clear which patients required platelet transfusions. However, overall, it would appear that bronchoscopy in patients with low platelets is feasible (if corrected) but associated with significant potential harm.

In a case series of 110 mechanically ventilated, highly selected patients with ARDS on standard criteria (excluded if partial pressure of O₂<80 mm Hg on FiO₂ of 1.0, hypotension, ischaemic heart disease, raised ICP or ET <7 mm diameter), bronchoscopy and BAL appeared to be relatively safe in the short term (1 h) with no clinically significant changes in oxygenation. One episode of pneumothorax (without transbronchial biopsy) occurred. Thus bronchoscopy and BAL appear to be
safe in the short term in highly selected patients with ARDS in terms of oxygenation.

**Recommendations**

- Patients in the ICU should be considered at high risk from complications when undergoing bronchoscopy. (Grade D)
- All potential risk factors (ventilator parameters, clotting dysfunction) should be corrected as far as possible before undertaking bronchoscopy. (Grade D)

**Good practice point**

- The risks and benefits of bronchoscopy should be carefully considered in mechanically ventilated patients. (√)

**Monitoring**

A full range of physiological monitoring is available in the ICU, including ECG (for heart rate and rhythm), continuous intra-arterial blood pressure or intermittent cuff blood pressure measurement, pulse oximetry (SpO₂) and end-tidal CO₂ monitoring. Setting appropriate alarm limits for heart rate, blood pressure and SpO₂ and requesting other attendant staff to monitor physiological variables during the bronchoscopy allows close monitoring for deterioration during the procedure. Adverse events require immediate withdrawal of the bronchoscope and resuscitation of the patient. The clinician must then weigh the benefits against the risks of proceeding further.

A total of 13 studies have addressed potential physiological parameters which may be altered by bronchoscopy in ventilated/ICU patients. A randomised trial of different BAL volumes using bronchoscopy in mechanically ventilated patients demonstrated the procedure to be associated with a worsening of PaO₂/FiO₂ ratio. A number of case series suggest bronchoscopy and BAL are associated with variable and sometimes non-significant increases in mean arterial pressure, mean pulmonary artery pressure and CO₂ in ventilated patients. Bronchoscopy and BAL are associated with worsened hypoxia and tachycardia in several studies in mechanically ventilated patients, although these changes were clinically insignificant in most patients. In a specific study with a specific subgroup of patients with ARDS, a more than 30% drop in PaO₂ was observed in 35% of patients. A more detailed physiological study in 18 patients undergoing bronchoscopy and BAL has demonstrated adverse change in lung compliance and resistance. Post-bronchoscopy pneumothorax has been reported in ventilated patients in whom transbronchial biopsy was not undertaken.

**Evidence statements**

- Bronchoscopy with BAL in mechanically ventilated patients has been shown to be associated with a worsened oxygenation, with an 80–86% reduction in PaO₂/FiO₂ ratio from baseline regardless of the volume of BAL used. (Evidence level 1+)
- BAL has been associated with a change in lung compliance, an increase in mean arterial pressure, mean pulmonary artery pressure and rise in CO₂ in ventilated patients. Hypoxia and tachycardia have been shown to be a result of BAL in several studies in mechanically ventilated patients, although these were clinically insignificant in most patients. (Evidence level 3)
- Post-bronchoscopy pneumothorax can occur in mechanically ventilated patients in the absence of TBLB. (Evidence level 3)

**Recommendations**

- Continuous multimodal physiological monitoring should be undertaken during and after bronchoscopy in the ICU setting. (Grade C)
- Patients should be monitored post procedure for complications, including pneumothorax even when a biopsy has not been taken. (Grade D)

**Ventilator settings**

Preoxygenation should be achieved by increasing the inspired oxygen concentration to 100%. One hundred percent oxygen should be given during bronchoscopy and in the immediate recovery period. The ventilator should be adjusted to a mandatory setting. Triggered modes such as pressure support or assist control will not reliably maintain ventilation during bronchoscopy. The ventilator pressure limit should be increased to ensure that adequate tidal volumes are delivered during each respiratory cycle and the ventilator rate increased if necessary. Most modern microprocessor-controlled ventilators will monitor tidal volume and minute ventilation.

A special swivel connector (Portex, Hythe, UK) with a perфорated diaphragm, through which the bronchoscope can be inserted, allows continued ventilation and maintenance of (positive end-expiratory pressure PEEP)/CPAP. This is particularly important when performing a bronchoscopy in patients with hypoxia (eg, ARDS) when maintenance of PEEP is important.

There is a small case series in normal human volunteers and a single study conducted in a dog model and six healthy human volunteers in support of the use of jet ventilation via the bronchoscope in ventilated patients. An 11-patient case series in healthy volunteers is in support of the use of high-frequency positive pressure ventilation during bronchoscopy. These techniques may be useful during bronchoscopy in the ICU, but more robust comparative studies are needed to quantify any potential benefit.

A total of three case series (totalling 46 patients) suggest non-invasive ventilation via mask or helmet may be helpful in preventing progression to mechanical ventilation in non-ventilated patients with hypoxia undergoing bronchoscopy, but further studies are needed in this area. A small (n=30) but well conducted randomised trial suggests CPAP plus oxygen is superior to oxygen alone during bronchoscopy of patients with hypoxia, preventing reduction in saturations and the need for ventilator support post procedure. A single case series of 40 patients assessed those requiring non-invasive ventilation for respiratory failure prior to a decision to conduct bronchoscopy. In these patients, 4/40 (10%) required mechanical ventilation within 8 h. Within 48 h, 45% were intubated, and in total 55% required intubation (median time from bronchoscopy to intubation=27 h). This implies that patients requiring non-invasive ventilator support prior to bronchoscopy should be considered high risk for requiring intubation post procedure, and that the procedure should therefore be conducted by an experienced operator in a setting where intubation and ventilation can occur.

Monitoring intracranial pressure (ICP) in patients with a head injury is essential if sudden rises in ICP are to be avoided due to CO₂ retention or other causes. Monitoring endotracheal CO₂ in such patients may also help to detect falls in minute ventilation caused by the presence of the bronchoscope within the ET. Profound anaesthesia, including effective neuromuscular blockade, is often used in patients with head injury while undergoing bronchoscopy. Four studies (one randomised controlled trial and three others) addressing this issue have consistently demonstrated that bronchoscopy raises ICP A small but well conducted randomised study assessing hyperventilation via the ventilator during bronchoscopy demonstrated no difference in peak ICP, but suggested hyperventilation may accelerate return to baseline.
ICP after bronchoscopy in patients with closed head injury. The significance of this treatment effect on clinically important recovery is unknown. Three small non-randomised studies suggest that while ICP is significantly raised during bronchoscopy, cerebral perfusion pressure is probably maintained.\textsuperscript{278–280}

Evidence statements

- A small but well conducted randomised study suggests hyper-ventilation via the ventilator is useful in reducing the expected rise in ICP seen during bronchoscopy in ventilated patients with closed head injury. (Evidence level 1–)
- A single but well conducted randomised trial suggests CPAP plus oxygen is superior to oxygen alone during bronchoscopy of patients with hypoxia, preventing reduction in saturations and the need for ventilator support post procedure. (Evidence level 1+)
- A total of three case series suggest non-invasive ventilation may be helpful in preventing mechanical ventilation in patients with hypoxia undergoing bronchoscopy, but further studies are needed in this area. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

- CPAP plus oxygen support may be considered in patients with hypoxia undergoing bronchoscopy to prevent desaturation and post-procedure requirement for mechanical ventilation. (Grade B)
- When patients require non-invasive ventilation prior to bronchoscopy, the procedure should be conducted in an environment where intubation and ventilatory support are readily accessible. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopy should be undertaken cautiously in patients with documented or suspected raised ICP. (Grade D)

Good practice point

- Care must be exercised to ensure adequate ventilation and oxygenation is maintained during bronchoscopy in intubated patients. (✓)

Sedation and analgesia

The clinical status of the patient will often determine the type and level of sedation required for bronchoscopy. Synthetic narcotics such as alfentanil or fentanyl will suppress cough and provide profound analgesia. Sedation can be induced using incremental doses of a benzodiazepine or propofol. Some patients may only require light sedation for comfort during mechanical ventilation. In such cases bronchoscopy can be undertaken with supplemental topical anaesthesia with lignocaine injected through the bronchoscope. However, care must be exercised in patients with combinations of renal failure, liver dysfunction and congestive heart failure when accumulation of lignocaine may be associated with side effects (please see section on ‘Topical anaesthesia’).

One case series of 104 patients undergoing bronchoscopy during mechanical ventilation indirectly addressed the issue of sedation level during bronchoscopy.\textsuperscript{271} The primary purpose of the study was to assess gas exchange differences before and after the procedure, however the study demonstrated significant falls in oxygenation (\textit{PaO}_2 < 60 mm Hg with \textit{FiO}_2 = 0.8) in 14 patients, and this fall was independently associated in multivariate analysis with the presence of ARDS and a clinician’s observation of the patient ‘fighting the ventilator’. This study therefore provides weak indirect evidence that adequate sedation, to the point of the patient not fighting the ventilator, may be helpful in preventing hypoxia during bronchoscopy in ventilated patients.

Evidence statement

- Adequate sedation, to the point of the patient not fighting the ventilator, may be helpful in preventing hypoxia during FB in ventilated patients. (Evidence level 3)

Recommendations

- Adequate sedation and analgesia should be provided for patients undergoing bronchoscopy in an intensive care setting. The risks of these procedures should be carefully balanced with their potential benefit in ventilated patients. (Grade D)
- Clinicians administering sedation/anaesthesia/analgesia should be acquainted with the use of these agents, and the anaesthetist/intensivist is usually best placed to fulfil this role. (Grade D)

DECONTAMINATION

Flexible bronchoscopes are delicate, complex devices, with channels and attachments that make them difficult to clean. Although bronchoscopy carries a low risk of infection it is essential that all stages of the decontamination process are conducted correctly.

Since the last bronchoscopy guidelines were published in 2001\textsuperscript{2} the body of new evidence relating to decontamination of bronchoscopes is very limited (eight articles). Many of the recommendations are based on expert opinion.

Most bronchoscopy procedures are carried out in endoscopy units where British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) guidelines on decontamination are followed.\textsuperscript{281} These guidelines were reviewed in 2008\textsuperscript{282}; the recommendations made by BSG equally apply to bronchoscopes.

The NHS National Endoscopy Programme document ‘Decontamination standards for flexible endoscopes 2008’,\textsuperscript{283} which was produced following the introduction of the Joint Advisory Group on Gastrointestinal Endoscopy accreditation, looks at safety and quality issues. This document may be considered as a basis for departmental policy. Guidelines from the Medical Devices Agency (MDA) are also available.\textsuperscript{284} A cleaning and disinfecting procedure can be found in appendix 12 of this guideline.

Many of the problems identified in the literature suggest that lack of training and poor adherence to decontamination procedures are the main cause of infection/pseudo infection. An MDA alert published in 2004 highlighted concerns with inadequate decontamination, including that of auxiliary channels.\textsuperscript{285} The Health Act 2006 stipulates the roles of decontamination leads, the need for training programmes and monitoring systems.\textsuperscript{286} Newer bronchoscopes, such as endobronchial ultrasound scopes, have extra channels, and therefore it is essential that all staff are aware of the configuration of all scopes and decontamination processes.

Recommendation

- All personnel involved in cleaning and decontaminating bronchoscopes must receive specific training in infection control practices and decontamination processes. (Grade D)

Traditional bronchoscopes are decontaminated at the beginning of a list. When a bronchoscope has been stored in a drying cabinet or storage chamber the decontamination process prior to its use may be omitted provided it is used within the manufacturer’s recommended time.

Recommendation

- Decontamination and disinfection should be carried out at the beginning and end of each list and after each patient use.
If drying cabinets or storage chambers are unavailable bronchoscopes should be decontaminated no more than 3 h before the procedure to eliminate colonisation of pathogens. (Grade D)

Designated cleaning areas should ensure safe decontamination practice that allow adequate ventilation of hazardous substances and do not harm staff and patients. A one-way flow for equipment, with separate dirty and clean areas, should prevent cross contamination.

**Recommendation**
- Bronchoscopes should be cleaned in designated cleaning areas. Used scopes must be separated from clean scopes to prevent cross contamination. (Grade D)

All stages of the decontamination process should be carried out every time. Pre-cleaning prevents drying of particulate matter if there is unavoidable delay in the decontamination process. Standardised manual cleaning, immediately after use, removes organic material from bronchoscopes to enable thorough disinfection. All channels must always be decontaminated.

**Recommendation**
- Thorough cleaning, brushing and flushing of all accessible channels with enzymatic or low foaming detergent remains the most important initial stage of the cleaning process. (Grade D)

Poor cleaning and dismantling of suction valves can harbour debris and can result in continuing contamination of mycobacteria and viruses.

**Recommendations**
- Single-use suction valves should replace reusable valves wherever possible. Single-use valves must be discarded after each procedure. (Grade D)
- Reusable valves should be used only with one bronchoscope and stored alongside the scope for traceability. (Grade D)

The use of single-use accessories helps minimise the risk of transmission of prions.

**Recommendation**
- Single-use accessories should be selected over reusable accessories wherever possible. (Grade D)
- When it is necessary to use reusable accessories they must be cleaned according to manufacturer’s recommendations. (Grade D)
- Tracking of patient use of equipment and cleaning processes must be completed after each use. (Grade D)

Chemical disinfectants are often toxic to the skin, mucous membranes and/or by vapour inhalation. Exposure of staff is regulated by COSHH guidance. Glutaraldehyde has been identified as the fifth highest cause of occupational asthma, therefore reduction of its use is recommended in favour of newer, less hazardous substances. There are a number of disinfectants available. The Health and Safety Executive offers advice on suitable alternatives.

**Recommendations**
- On the grounds of staff safety, manual disinfection is no longer recommended. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopes should be processed in AERs. (Grade D)
- Aldehyde-based disinfectants are no longer recommended. (Grade C)
- Alternative, recommended disinfectants should be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. (Grade D)

The choice of disinfectant will depend on compatibility with bronchoscopes and AER brand and advice should be sought from the manufacturer. Disinfectants should be used according to the manufacturer’s instructions as they differ in recommended exposure time, temperature, dilution etc. The material safety data sheet must be obtained to ensure precautions are followed if applicable.

**Recommendations**
- Disinfectant times should be those recommended by disinfectant manufacturers. (Grade D)
- Universal decontamination procedures should be performed before and after all procedures to avoid transmission of HIV. (Grade D)
- The use of 70% alcohol after final rinse is no longer recommended as it is considered to act as a fixative. (Grade D)

**Good practice points**
- Compatibility of bronchoscopes with disinfectant and AER manufacturers’ instructions should be checked. (Grade D)
- A record of which bronchoscope and other reusable equipment are used on an individual patient should be kept and also of the decontamination procedure. (Grade D)
- There is currently no known decontamination method that prevents transmission of vCJD. Record keeping and identification of high-risk cases are advised. (Grade D)

Purpose built drying cabinets and storage chambers are now available. These devices deliver particulate filtered air through the scope channels at individual instrument appropriate temperatures and flow rates. Manufacturers claim they have been shown to prevent colonisation for up to 72 h or longer; their use would negate the need for bronchoscopes to undergo the decontamination cycle at the beginning of a list.

**Recommendations**
- Drying cabinets/storage chambers are recommended for storing clean bronchoscopes. Compatibility of bronchoscopes must be confirmed with individual instrument manufacturers. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopes stored in drying cabinets or storage chambers should be reprocessed in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopes require storing in a manner that keeps them free from contamination from other instruments and environmental organisms. Moisture can accumulate around suction valves and ports if valves are left in situ during storage.

**Recommendations**
- When drying cabinets or storage chambers are not available, bronchoscopes must be stored in a hanging position, with sufficient space between instruments to avoid cross contamination. (Grade D)
- Valves must not be attached to bronchoscopes during storage. (Grade D)
- Bronchoscopes must be cleaned and disinfected before and after placing in carrying cases as these cases cannot be disinfected. Bronchoscopes should not be stored in carrying cases. (Grade D)
- Mycobacteria (and subspecies), fungi, bacteria, including *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Legionella pneumophila*, have all been isolated from bronchoscope washings. Poor cleaning, storing of bronchoscopes and suction valves and contaminated tap water and AERs have all been identified as sources of contamination.

**Recommendation**
- A record must be kept of each bronchoscope and reusable accessory used on each individual patient. Tracking each step of the decontamination cycle and personnel involved should also be recorded. This will facilitate tracing if an increase in contamination by organisms is identified among bronchoscopy patients. (Grade D)

AERs are the recommended method of disinfecting bronchoscopes, but have been shown to be a potential source of
infection. Validation and quality control are essential for ensuring bronchoscopes are not being contaminated with organisms during the disinfection cycle. Guidance is provided in HTM-2030 (http://www.environmentalwatersystems.co.uk/HTM2030.htm) and from individual hospital authorised persons. The use of mains water of inappropriate quality can also be a contributory factor to the contamination of the machine and the endoscope.

Recommendations

- AERs should be self-disinfected at the beginning of each day. (Grade D)
- AERs must be validated on installation and following introduction of new disinfectants according to HTM-01. (Grade D)
- Sterile water or filtered water should be used for the final rinse. Tap water is not recommended. (Grade D)
- Regular testing of AERs and final rinse water for mycobacteria must be carried out according to HTM-01. (Grade D)

STAFF SAFETY

Disinfectants can be hazardous to staff, they can produce irritating and sensitising vapours. Toxic effects include severe dermatitis, conjunctivitis, sinusitis and asthma.

To comply with the Health and Safety Act (1974) a detailed COSHH risk assessment must be completed and should include staff health surveillance, adequate personal protective equipment and ventilation control. A policy and equipment for dealing with spillages or disposal of disinfectants must be available. The ‘Decontamination standards for flexible endoscopes 2008’ document contains detailed information regarding safety issues, including staff safety.

When handling disinfectants full personal protective equipment should be worn, including full face visors and long nitrile gloves to protect against splashes. Charcoal impregnated face-masks will protect against disinfectant vapours. Wounds and abrasions should be covered. Sealed or exhaust ventilation facilities are required to protect staff from exposure to hazardous substances such as disinfectants.

Recommendations

- Open troughs of disinfectant are not recommended. (Grade D)
- Staff handling disinfectants should always wear personal protective equipment in line with COSHH risk assessment. (Grade D)
- Medical histories of staff should be recorded including pre-existing asthma, skin and mucosal sensitivities. (Grade D)
- Pre-employment baseline lung function, such as spirometry, should be measured and recorded. (Grade D)
- Annual lung function measurements, such as spirometry, should be performed on all personnel directly exposed to disinfectants. (Grade D)

Bronchoscopy personnel are potentially at risk of transmission of infections such as mycobacteria. Cough-inducing procedures such as bronchoscopy pose a risk to staff from airborne mycobacteria TB. Full personal protective equipment protects staff from airborne contaminants and contaminated secretions.

There is also a potential risk to bronchoscopy personnel of blood-borne infections such as hepatitis B and HIV. Needle stick injuries can occur during re-sheathing of needles or removal of tissue from biopsy forceps. Hypodermic needles should not be used for removing tissue from forceps.

Recommendations

- Immunisation against hepatitis B and TB should be confirmed in all bronchoscopy personnel before employment. Vaccinations should be offered if necessary. (Grade D)
- Hypodermic needles or other sharp instruments should not be used to remove tissue samples from biopsy forceps. Blunt-ended needles or sterile plastic toothpicks are preferable. (Grade D)
- Reusable spiked forceps are not recommended. (Grade D)

Good practice point

In patients with suspected TB, bronchoscopy should be performed in an appropriately engineered and ventilated area, and the bronchoscopy team should use adequate protection, including masks. (✓)

Nursing skill mix and staffing levels

There is limited evidence available regarding skill mix and nurse staffing levels required during bronchoscopy procedures (www.nrls.npsa.nhs.uk/resources?entryid45=59896NPSA/2008/RR011). National Patient Safety Alert RR011 (2008), concerning administration of sedatives during procedures such as bronchoscopy, must be considered when assessing nurse skill mix and staffing levels. The BSG guidelines (2001) have made recommendations for two service models for endoscopy procedures with the recommendation that levels increase when more than one procedure room is available.

Patients require very careful monitoring of sedation levels during the procedure and throughout the recovery phase. This requires knowledge and experience of the effects and adverse effects of the sedatives and the ability to administer drugs when required.

Recommendations

- A minimum of two qualified nurses are required during bronchoscopy procedures: one assistant nurse and another dedicated to monitoring patients response to the medication and procedure. (Grade D)
- A qualified nurse is required to recover a patient after bronchoscopy. (Grade D)
- Advanced procedures may require additional staff. (Grade D)

Numbers of ancillary staff, for support and cleaning of equipment, may vary according to location and cleaning methods of bronchoscopes.

PATIENT SATISFACTION

FB is necessary for the diagnosis and endobronchial treatment of respiratory disease. Many patients are fearful of the procedure and experience anxiety prior to and discomfort during the bronchoscopy, irrespective of sedation and analgesia. Increasingly emphasis is placed on patient satisfaction as an outcome measure for bronchoscopy, along with the diagnostic and therapeutic value of the procedure.

Patient satisfaction is complex and influenced by multiple factors, measured in varied ways, and needs to be interpreted in the context of the specific procedure evaluated. Multiple factors appear to influence patient satisfaction when assessed for FB. Patient characteristics, previous healthcare experience, expectations, the procedure and post-procedure care all play a role in determining how satisfied a patient is following a FB. Patient’s willingness to return for another bronchoscopy, visual analogue scoring (VAS) systems, adherence to post-procedure instructions and recorded numbers of complaints and medical
Determining factors for patient satisfaction with bronchoscopy can be divided into patient characteristics, process or procedure factors and factors associated with the setting. Lechtzin et al.\(^{292}\) found that patients more willing to return for a repeat bronchoscopy had a better general health status, experienced less pain with bronchoscope insertion, rated the information given to them better and rated the quality of the bronchoscopist higher. Hirose et al.\(^{293}\) found that male gender, shorter examination time, more experienced bronchoscopist and less discomfort from coughing, pharyngeal pain and swallowing were associated with higher patient satisfaction. VAS for cough perception during a FB appear to correlate best with patient satisfaction in one study.\(^{294}\) This study further demonstrates a positive correlation between VAS for satisfaction as reported by the bronchoscopist and the patient and the total number of coughs recorded during the procedure. Bernasconi et al. reported the length of the procedure as an important determining factor for satisfaction, irrespective of procedures performed during the bronchoscopy.\(^{295}\)

Many patients undergoing a bronchoscopy are fearful of a malignant diagnosis and are anxious prior to the procedure. The discomfort experienced by patients during bronchoscopy strongly correlates to anxiety before the procedure.\(^ {295} \) Adequate sedation reduces patient anxiety and improves tolerance and satisfaction with the procedure.\(^ {98} \) Detailed pre-procedure information explaining ‘how the procedure will be done and why’ is indicated helps to reduce pre-procedure fear in patients\(^ {290} \) (appendix 13 provides an example of a patient information leaflet that is also available electronically on the BTS website).

Distraction methods have been used to reduce patients’ levels of fear and anxiety prior to bronchoscopy. Distraction therapy with nature sounds and sights improved self-reported anxiety in a randomised trial done by Diette et al.\(^ {297} \) Two randomised trials using music to reduce stress in patients failed to demonstrate a difference in physiological responses during the procedure\(^ {298} \) or procedure-related anxiety state scores.\(^ {299} \)

There is insufficient evidence to support a specific time for patients to starve prior to bronchoscopy. A Cochrane review and recent systematic review on fasting times for surgery found no evidence that participants given fluids 2–3 h preoperatively were at an increased risk of aspiration/regurgitation.\(^ {300} \) The 2001 guideline recommended fasting time for solids of 4 h and clear fluids up to 2 h.\(^ {2} \) No new evidence was found of increased adverse events with this regime or evidence to support longer fasting times for FB.

Patient satisfaction is complex and influenced by multiple factors; it is increasingly recognised that measuring the patient experience in a specific setting is important to improve and transform services. The Department of Health in the UK published a document on best practice in 2009 entitled ‘Understanding what matters: a guide to using patient feedback to transform care’.\(^ {302} \) In this document the importance of patient involvement in developing and changing healthcare services is emphasised. The process of collecting and reviewing patient experience feedback is important in how healthcare services are delivered.\(^ {302} \) The benefits of including patient feedback in review of FB services include:

- improvement in communication between patients and staff;
- building trust and confidence in the healthcare provider and service;
- informs planning and service improvement;
- patient-centred, accessible and responsive services;
- patients help to shape the services that they use.

**Evidence statements**

- Patient satisfaction is determined by multiple factors and depends on patient specific factors, the procedure, the setting, information given prior to the procedure, sedation used and post-procedure management. (Evidence level 3)
- Verbal and written information given prior to FB, explaining the indications and what the patient can expect during the procedure, improve patient tolerance and satisfaction. (Evidence level 3)
- Patients offered sedation during FB tolerate the procedure better and are less likely to have a failed procedure. (Evidence level 2)

**Recommendations**

- Verbal and written patient information explaining indications and what to expect during the procedure, and potential complications should be provided to improve patient tolerance. (Grade C)
- Patients should be offered sedation during FB to improve patient tolerance. (Grade B)
- It is sufficient for patients to have no food by mouth for 4 h and to allow clear fluids by mouth up to 2 h before bronchoscopy. (Grade D)

**Good practice point**

- Patients who had sedation should be advised not to drive, sign legally binding documents or operate machinery for 24 h after the procedure (✓)

**CONSENT**

Patients have a right to information about their condition and the treatment options open to them and practitioners should be satisfied that they have consent from a patient, or other valid authority, before undertaking FB. Giving and obtaining consent is usually a process, not a one-off event. Patients need time to read and understand the information provided before FB and should be given the opportunity to ask questions. Patients can change their minds and withdraw consent at any time. To proceed with bronchoscopy in the absence of appropriate consent may lead to legal proceedings for assault and battery. Failure to provide adequate information to a patient, including information about the potential risks and adverse outcomes of a procedure, may lead to a negligence action against the clinician. In the UK, the principles and guidance for obtaining informed consent is outlined by the General Medical Council in a document entitled ‘Consent guidance: patients and doctors making decisions together’.\(^ {303} \)

**Good practice point**

- Practitioners undertaking FB should be familiar with, and adhere to the national and local guidance for obtaining informed consent. (✓)

The practitioner undertaking the bronchoscopy or responsible for the trainee doing the bronchoscopy is responsible for ensuring valid consent was obtained prior to the procedure. If it is not practical for this clinician to discuss the procedure with the patient, the responsibility can be delegated to someone else, provided the person the task is delegated to:

- has been suitably trained and is qualified;
- has sufficient knowledge of the proposed procedure and/or treatment to understand and discuss the risks involved with the patient;
-

---

CONCLUSION

FB is an essential, established and ever expanding tool in respiratory medicine. Its practice, however, needs to be safe, effective and for the right indications.

This guideline seeks to provide a detailed, evidence-based and practical overview of best practice in this field. Extensive literature has been published in the various aspects of bronchoscopy over the last three decades, and this document has been developed by carefully appraising all the available publications, applying a rigorous, standardised methodology, and summarising the wealth of data that are available.

Particular emphasis has been placed on the safety aspects of bronchoscopy, such as patient monitoring, precautions in specific conditions, prevention and management of complications, adequate staffing, optimal sedation and disinfection. At the same time, the importance of continually auditing the practice of this indispensable technique, with the aim of achieving and maintaining the high diagnostic utility that it offers is outlined.

The primary objective of this guideline is to provide practitioners in the UK and beyond with a comprehensive guide to the technique of basic FB, using up-to-date information. For information on more advanced bronchoscopic procedures, this document is best read in conjunction with the BTS guideline for information on more advanced bronchoscopic procedures, this Appendix 13.

The patient should be provided with timely and sufficient information about the proposed FB before the procedure date. The exchange of information between the clinician and the patient is central to the process of informed consent and good decision-making. The amount of information shared with patients will vary, depending on their individual circumstances. The approach to discussions with patients should be tailored to:

- the patient's individual needs, wishes and priorities;
- the patient's unique level of understanding and knowledge of their condition, prognosis and the treatment options;
- the nature of the condition that the bronchoscopy is indicated for;
- the nature and level of risk associated with the proposed procedure.

Patients should be given the opportunity to ask any questions and practitioners must answer all questions honestly and truthfully. Care should be taken not to make any assumptions about the nature of the patient the patient may need or want or the patient's knowledge or understanding of the proposed procedure. A suggested patient information leaflet accompanies this guideline in appendix 13.
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APPENDIX 5: FLEXIBLE BRONCHOSCOPY SAFETY CHECKLIST
Also available electronically on the BTS website

APPENDIX 6: MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO BLEEDING AT BRONCHOSCOPY

Major bleeding is uncommon following bronchoscopic biopsies but can complicate transbronchial lung biopsy or biopsy of some endobronchial tumours.

General Approach:
1. Consider whether the biopsy is necessary.
   Only a few diagnoses can be reliably made with TBLB, and sampling of nodal or extra thoracic disease in malignancy may be more appropriate than endobronchial disease where staging information is required.
2. Does the patient have appropriate physiological reserve to withstand haemorrhage, and a secure patent airway
3. If bleeding is considered highly likely and biopsy urgent/mandatory, ensure good IV access, commence supplemental oxygen, apply prophylactic local vasoconstrictor therapy and achieve the best first biopsy possible. Where available, the use of argon plasma coagulation or other similar haemostatic biopsy technique could be considered. Ensure senior advice/assistance is available. As an alternative, consider a rigid bronchoscopic biopsy.

In the event of significant unexpected bleeding:
1. Ensure adequate oxygenation and IV access for fluid resuscitation. Vital signs should be monitored regularly.
2. Retract the bronchoscope proximally to maintain vision, and apply suction to remove free blood to preserve airway patency. Consider lying patient onto the side of the bleeding. Do not suction to remove clot.
3. Consider the application of local vasoconstrictor therapy. Agents include 5-10ml 1:10000 epinephrine or 5-10ml 4°C saline. Saline has the advantage that it may be administered repeatedly.
4. If bleeding continues, the bronchoscope should be wedged into the bleeding segmental bronchus, if possible, and held in place for 10-15 minutes.
5. If this does not control the bleeding, a balloon catheter can be used to apply pressure and isolate the segment.
6. Check platelet count, PT and PTT, and recheck drug history.
7. Seek senior/expert assistance, and consider referral to critical care.

(TBLB: Transbronchial lung biopsy, PT: Prothrombin time, PTT: partial thromboplastin time)
APPENDIX 7: MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS ON WARFARIN OR CLOPIDOGREL UNDERGOING BRONCHOSCOPY

**Warfarin**

1. **Low Risk Condition**
   - 1. Prosthetic metal heart valve in aortic position
   - 2. Xenograft heart valve
   - 3. AF without valvular disease
   - 4. >3 months after VTE

2. **High Risk Condition**
   - 1. Prosthetic heart valve and AF
   - 2. AF and mitral stenosis
   - 3. <3 months after VTE
   - 4. Thrombophilia syndromes

**Stop warfarin 5 days before Bronchoscopy**

1. Check INR prior to procedure to ensure INR<1.5
2. Restart warfarin 48 hours after procedure with usual daily dose
3. Check INR 1 week later to ensure adequate anticoagulation

**Clopidogrel**

3. **Low Risk Condition**
   - 1. Ischaemic heart disease without coronary stent
   - 2. Cerebrovascular disease
   - 3. Peripheral vascular disease

4. **High Risk Condition**
   - 1. Coronary artery stents

**Stop clopidogrel 7 days before Bronchoscopy**

1. Continue aspirin if already prescribed
2. If not on aspirin, then consider aspirin therapy while clopidogrel discontinued

5. **Liaise with Cardiologist**
   - Consider stopping clopidogrel 7 days before if:
     1. >12 months after insertion of drug-eluting coronary stent
     2. >1 month after insertion of bare metal coronary stent
     3. Continue aspirin

(INR: international normalised ratio, AF: atrial fibrillation, VTE: venous thromboembolism, LMWH: low molecular weight heparin)

*Adapted from the Guidelines for the management of anticoagulant and antiplatelet therapy in patients undergoing endoscopic procedures. A M Vetch, T P Baglin, A H Gershlick, S M Harnden, R Tiehe, S Cairns Gut 2006;57:9 1322-1329 Published Online First: 9 May 2006 doi:10.1136/gut.2007.142497*
### Table 1: Commonly used drugs in bronchoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Speed of Onset / Duration of Action / Half-life</th>
<th>Common / Serious Side Effects</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Midazolam</strong></td>
<td>Slow IV injection - maximum rate 2 mg/min</td>
<td>Onset of Sedation: ► Within 2 mins, with maximum effect at 5-10 mins.</td>
<td>Respiratory depression, apnoea, bronchospasm, laryngospasm, hypotension, heart rate alterations, cardiac arrest.</td>
<td>Enhanced sedation and increased risk of respiratory depression when combined with opioids. When combined sedation is used, opioids should always be administered prior to midazolam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Initial dose: 2 mg-2.5 mg (0.5-1 mg in the frail or elderly) given 5-10 mins before procedure</td>
<td>Duration of Action: ► Variable, but typical range is 30-120 mins Approximate half-life ► 1.5-2.5 hours</td>
<td>Life-threatening side effects and prolonged sedation are more likely in the elderly and those with impaired respiratory or cardiovascular status, hepatic impairment, renal impairment, myasthenia gravis, and with rapid IV injection.</td>
<td>To prevent risk of accidental overdose, only 1 mg/mL vials should be available in bronchoscopy suites. 2 mg/mL or 5 mg/mL vials should not be available unless a formal risk assessment has been undertaken.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Supplemental doses, if required: 1 mg (0.5-1 mg in frail or elderly), at 2-10 mins intervals</td>
<td>Respiratory depression, apnoea, bronchospasm, laryngospasm, hypotension, heart rate alterations, cardiac arrest.</td>
<td>Life-threatening side effects and prolonged sedation are more likely in the elderly and those with impaired respiratory or cardiovascular status, hepatic impairment, renal impairment, myasthenia gravis, and with rapid IV injection.</td>
<td>Enhanced sedation and respiratory depression when given with benzodiazepines. When combined sedation is used, opioids should always be administered prior to midazolam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Usual maximum total dose: 3.5-7 mg (3.5 mg in frail or elderly) for standard bronchosopic procedures. May be higher in longer procedures (e.g. EBUS)</td>
<td>Onset of Sedation: ► Almost immediate, with maximum effect at 5 mins Duration of Action: ► Variable, but typical range is 30-60 mins Approximate half-life ► 2-7 hours</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting and other GI upset, myoclonic movements, respiratory depression, apnoea, bronchospasm, laryngospasm, hypotension, bradycardia, arrhythmia, cardiac arrest.</td>
<td>Enhanced sedation and respiratory depression when given with benzodiazepines. When combined sedation is used, opioids should always be administered prior to midazolam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fentanyl</strong></td>
<td>Slow IV injection - usually over 1-3 mins</td>
<td>Onset of Sedation: ► Almost immediate onset and maximum effect</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting and other GI upset, myoclonic movements, respiratory depression, apnoea, bronchospasm, laryngospasm, hypotension, arrhythmia, cardiac arrest.</td>
<td>Enhanced sedation and respiratory depression when given with benzodiazepines. When combined sedation is used, opioids should always be administered prior to midazolam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Initial dose: 25 micrograms</td>
<td>Duration of Action: ► Variable, but usually shorter than fentanyl Approximate half-life ► 1-2 hours</td>
<td>Caution in elderly patients and those with impaired respiratory or cardiovascular status, hepatic impairment and myasthenia gravis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Supplemental doses, if required: 25 micrograms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Usual maximum total dose: 50 micrograms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alfentanil</strong></td>
<td>Slow IV injection - usually over 30 secs</td>
<td>Onset of Sedation: ► Almost immediate onset and maximum effect</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting and other GI upset, myoclonic movements, respiratory depression, apnoea, bronchospasm, laryngospasm, hypotension, bradycardia, arrhythmia, cardiac arrest.</td>
<td>Enhanced sedation and respiratory depression when given with benzodiazepines. When combined sedation is used, opioids should always be administered prior to midazolam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Initial dose: 250 micrograms</td>
<td>Duration of Action: ► Variable, but usually shorter than fentanyl Approximate half-life ► 1-2 hours</td>
<td>Caution in elderly patients and those with impaired respiratory or cardiovascular status, hepatic impairment and myasthenia gravis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Supplemental doses, if required: 250 micrograms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Usual maximum total dose: 500 micrograms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lidocaine</strong></td>
<td>Intranasal</td>
<td>Onset of Action: ► 3 to 5 mins Duration of Action: ► Variable, but typical range is 60-90 mins Approximate half-life ► 1.5-2 hours</td>
<td>CNS effects (confusion, blurred vision, dizziness, drowsiness, lightheadedness, myoclonus, nausea, dystagmus, paraesthesia, restlessness, tremulousness, coma, convulsions, respiratory failure) CVS effects (hypotension, bradycardia, arrhythmia, cardiac arrest). Methaemoglobinemia (rare). Caution in those with hepatic and cardiac dysfunction, and with significant renal impairment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Lidocaine 2% gel: 6 mL (120 mg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Oropharynx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Lidocaine 10% spray: 3 actuations (30 mg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Vocal cords, tracheobronchial tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Lidocaine 1% solution: 2 mL boluses applied topically, as required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum total dose (see Table 3)</td>
<td>Use minimum dose to achieve effective cough suppression and patient comfort. Subjective symptoms of Lidocaine toxicity are common when &gt;9.6 mg/kg is used; much lower doses are usually sufficient.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Use minimum dose to achieve effective cough suppression and patient comfort. Subjective symptoms of Lidocaine toxicity are common when &gt;9.6 mg/kg is used; much lower doses are usually sufficient.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adrenaline</strong></td>
<td>Topical</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hypertension, tachycardia, arrhythmia, tremor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Adrenaline 1:10,000: 2 to 10 mL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from "Drugs in Bronchoscopy" (BTS Bronchoscopy eLearning Module available at: [http://learninghub.brit-thoracic.org.uk/?bts=topic&param=3](http://learninghub.brit-thoracic.org.uk/?bts=topic&param=3)), with kind permission of Toby Capstick and Daniel G Peckham.
APPENDIX 9 SEDATION SCORING SCALES WHICH MAY BE USED TO AID ASSESSMENT AND DOCUMENTATION OF SEDATION LEVEL

### Table 2: Antagonists available for sedative drugs used in bronchoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Speed of Onset / Duration of Action / Half-life</th>
<th>Common / Serious Side Effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flumazenil</td>
<td>To reverse midazolam</td>
<td>Onset of Action 1 min Duration of Action 1-4 hours Approximate half-life 40-80 mins</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting, anxiety, agitation, dizziness, hypertension, tachycardia. May lower seizure threshold. May cause withdrawal in chronic benzodiazepine users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naloxone</td>
<td>To reverse opioids</td>
<td>Onset of Action 2-3 mins Duration of Action 45 mins to 4 hours Approximate half-life 1-1.5 hours</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting, dizziness, headache, tachycardia, hypohypertension. May cause withdrawal in chronic opioid users.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flumazenil has a shorter duration of action than midazolam, and so patients should be observed long enough to ensure that sedation and cardiorespiratory depression does not recur once the effect of flumazenil ceases. Further doses may be required. Where combined sedation with midazolam and opioid has been used, it is recommended that flumazenil is administered first, unless a large dose of opioid has been given.

Naloxone has a shorter duration of action than many opioids, and so patients should be observed long enough to ensure that sedation and cardiorespiratory depression does not recur once its effect ceases. Further doses may be required.

---

### Table 3: Doses and concentrations of lidocaine used for bronchoscopy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose per unit volume</th>
<th>Site of application</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine 2% gel</td>
<td>20 mg/mL</td>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>Gel preparation syringe typically contains 6 mL (120 mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine 10% aerosol spray</td>
<td>10 mg/actuation</td>
<td>Oropharynx</td>
<td>3 actuations (30 mg) often sufficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidocaine 1% solution</td>
<td>10 mg/mL</td>
<td>Vocal cords, trachea and bronchial tree</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

APPENDIX 9 SEDATION SCORING SCALES WHICH MAY BE USED TO AID ASSESSMENT AND DOCUMENTATION OF SEDATION LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ramsay Scale (RS)</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anxious and agitated or restless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cooperative, orientated and tranquil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Responds only to commands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Brisk response to light glabellar touch or loud noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sluggish response to light glabellar touch or loud noise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modified Observer’s Assessment of Alertness/Sedation (MOAAS) scale</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Responds readily to name spoken in normal tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lethargic response to name spoken in normal tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Responds only after name is called loudly or repeatedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Responds only after mild prodding or shaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Does not respond to mild prodding or shaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Does not respond to pain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## APPENDIX 10 BTS FLEXIBLE BRONCHOSCOPY - SUGGESTED GUIDES ON HOW TO PERFORM STANDARD PROCEDURES

### BRONCHOALVEOLAR LAVAGE

This procedure is performed during flexible bronchoscopy and is useful in the diagnosis of pulmonary infections and may be useful in the diagnosis of parenchymal lung disease.

The site of BAL should be guided by available radiology.

- Once the site for BAL has been chosen, the bronchoscope should be advanced until the desired site is reached.
- The bronchoscope should then be wedged in to a position where the lumen of the bronchus is occluded by the bronchoscope.
- Whilst the bronchoscope is in this position, 60-180mls of normal saline should be instilled in to the segment.
- Low-pressure suction should then be applied to retrieve the sample. The aim should be to apply enough suction to retrieve the sample without causing airway collapse.
- To ensure an adequate sample is retrieved it is useful to have tubing with several containers in series attached to the suction pump.
- Some centres employ a syringe to retrieve the sample from the same port that the saline is instilled through.

### ENDOBRONCHIAL BIOPSY

This procedure is performed for visible airway abnormalities, most commonly in the diagnosis of suspected lung cancer. Once again, radiology should be available to plan where sampling should occur. There are several types of biopsy forceps, most commonly alligator or open cup forceps are used. Studies have not demonstrated any advantage of one type of forceps over the other in diagnostic yield.

1. The bronchoscope should be advanced until the endobronchial lesion is visualised.
2. Secure the bronchoscope in this position so that the abnormality can be fully visualised, then advance the forceps in the closed position through the working channel of the bronchoscope.
3. Once the forceps are visualised at the distal end of the bronchoscope the forceps can be opened.
4. Whilst keeping the bronchoscope still the forceps should be advanced in the open position towards the abnormality.
5. Once the target is reached the forceps should be closed trapping as much tissue as possible.
6. The forceps should be retracted and removed from the working channel of the bronchoscope.
7. A “tugging” sensation may be felt whilst retracting the forceps.
8. Once the sample has been removed from the forceps, it should be reinserted into the working channel and the procedure repeated 5-6 times.

### ENDOBRONCHIAL BRUSH

This procedure is performed to gain cytology samples in areas of abnormal mucosa or endobronchial lesions. Although no evidence exists for which procedure is performed first we suggest that endobronchial biopsies are performed prior to brushings.

1. Once the area of abnormality is detected the bronchial brush is inserted through the working channel of the bronchoscope in its retracted position in its protective sheath.
2. Once the bronchial brush is seen at the distal end of the bronchoscope the brush can be pushed out (opened).
3. The brush is then advanced towards the lesion and moved back and forth over the lesion several times.
4. The brush is then retracted into its sheath (closed) and removed from the working channel.
5. The procedure is repeated.

### TRANSBRONCHIAL LUNG BIOPSY

This procedure is performed via flexible bronchoscopy, to aid the diagnosis of parenchymal lung disease. Unlike endobronchial biopsy this procedure can be performed “blind”, without direct visualisation of the lesion. Some centres chose to perform this procedure with radiological guidance (fluoroscopy), diagnostic yield does not differ between methods. Accurate radiological imaging is essential to guide the bronchoscopist to the lung parenchyma with the greatest potential diagnostic yield in non-diffuse interstitial disease.

1. The bronchoscope is advanced as far as possible into the area of the lung to be biopsied.
2. The forceps are then inserted into the working channel and advanced as far as possible.
3. At this point the forceps are retracted 1 cm to avoid a biopsy of the pleura. Instruct the patient to take a slow deep breath in. The forceps are then opened during inspiration.
4. Instruct the patient to breathe out slowly, whilst the patient is breathing out the forceps are advanced and closed.
5. The forceps are then removed and the sample retrieved. **Warning:** Do not take the biopsy if the patient experience pain when forceps is pulled back or removed, pleura could have been caught in the forceps. Open forceps and remove without biopsy.
6. The procedure is repeated a further 5-6 times. **Clinical Tip:** Whilst performing a TBLB co-operation of the patient is necessary. Patients should be able to follow commands and light sedation is therefore advised.

---

APPENDIX 11 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SIZE OF BRONCHOSCOPE WITH DIFFERENT AIRWAY DEVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airway device size</th>
<th>New scope sizes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ETT 3.5</td>
<td>&lt;2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETT 5.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETT 6.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETT 8.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETT 9.0</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETT 10.5</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ETT- Endotracheal Tube

Table adapted from:
## APPENDIX 12: CLEANING AND DISINFECTING PROCEDURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Before removing bronchoscope from light source or video processor suction with enzymatic detergent, followed by 10 seconds of air. This will remove blood, mucus and debris from internal channels. Wipe the external surface of the scope with a soft lint free cloth soaked in detergent. Check scope for damage. Remove, flush and wipe biopsy and suction ports. Discard single use valves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Transport bronchoscope to the decontamination area in an appropriately sized and covered receptacle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Leak test bronchoscope according to manufacturer’s recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Manual cleaning of bronchoscope to be performed in a dedicated sink filled with water and detergent according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Water and detergent to be discarded after each use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Brush suction and biopsy channels and ports with a single-use brush, according to manufacturer’s guidelines. Ensure the brush is visibly clean at the end of the process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Clean the external surface of the scope, around the angulation control and distal tip of the bronchoscope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Brush the biopsy and suction channel ports with a single-use short brush.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Irrigate the channels with an enzymatic detergent followed by water, then air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Transfer the bronchoscope to a separate sink for rinsing, to remove residual detergent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Transfer bronchoscope to AER in an appropriately sized receptacle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Disinfect in Automated Endoscope Reprocessor alongside reusable valves. Ensure all channels are exposed to disinfectant process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Store hanging in cupboard or drying cabinet following manufacturers recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Maintain record of decontamination process for bronchoscope and accessories.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 13: PATIENT INFORMATION LEAFLET
This is electronically available on the BTS website to download and print.

Can anything go wrong?
Bronchoscopy is a safe procedure with little risk and complications are relatively rare. There is a small risk of infection and bleeding associated with the procedure, but every effort is made to prevent this from happening. Air can also sometimes leak into the space surrounding your lung during the procedure but this is not usually a problem and the air can be taken out with a needle and syringe or in some instances a drain (little plastic tube) needs to be inserted and left inside for a couple of hours to drain the air out. Occasionally patients take a longer time to recover after the procedure and may need to be admitted to hospital for observation.

What happens after the bronchoscopy?
You will be looked after by a nurse until you are awake enough to leave. Your breathing rate, pulse and blood pressure will be checked. You may have a chest X-ray. You may cough up small amounts of blood: inform the nurse if you cough up more than a tablespoon of blood, have chest pain or difficulty breathing. You should not eat or drink until the feeling in the back of your throat has returned, usually 2 hours.

It is common to experience a mild sore throat, hoarseness and cough after the procedure. It is important that you do not drive a car or operate machinery if you had sedation (medication in the vein to make you sleepy).

In some cases the doctor can give you some initial results of your bronchoscopy when you are awake before you leave.

Accompanying Patient Information Leaflet

**Important aspects of bronchoscopy**
- Do not eat anything for 4 hours or drink liquids for 2 hours before your procedure.
- Inform your doctor of all the medication you take and any medical conditions.
- Arrange for someone to take you to and fetch you home after the bronchoscopy. It may be necessary for someone to stay with you for a couple of hours after the procedure if you live by yourself.
- Do not eat or drink after the procedure until the numbness in your mouth/throat has completely worn off.
- For 24 hours after the bronchoscopy you can not drive, return to work, operate machinery, drink alcohol, sign legal documents or be responsible for small children.
- Contact your doctor if you are short of breath, have chest pain or cough up more than a tablespoon of blood.
- Contact phone number: ______
  Appointment Date: ______
  Appointment Time: ______

**What is a bronchoscopy?**
A bronchoscopy is an examination of the breathing passages/tubes (airways) of your lungs. The bronchoscopy is done with a thin tube-like instrument with a mini camera at its tip, called a bronchoscope (see picture). The bronchoscope enables your doctor to see inside the breathing passages of your lungs and if needed take samples of mucus (phlegm) or tissue from inside your lungs.

**Why do I need a bronchoscopy?**
Some of the common reasons why bronchoscopies are done include:
- Infection, specific samples from your lungs can help your doctor to find the causes of infections and give you appropriate treatment. Your doctor can also use the bronchoscope to clear some of the mucus from your breathing passages.
- Bleeding, your doctor can look inside your breathing passages to determine where the blood is coming from that you are coughing up.
- An abnormal chest X-ray, there may be a narrowing of a breathing passage or a “spot” on your lung that your doctor wants to investigate with the bronchoscope and take small samples to find the cause.
- Persistent cough, samples taken during a bronchoscopy and an examination of the breathing passages can sometimes help to determine the cause for a cough that does not respond to usual medication.
- Noisy breathing, a bronchoscope can help to see if narrowing of your breathing passages or erratic movement of your vocal cords (voice box) is causing additional breathing sounds.
Your doctor will explain why you need the bronchoscopy.

**Is there an alternative test that I can have instead of the bronchoscopy?**
Your doctor can do breathing tests, X-rays and CT-scans of your lungs. These tests will give additional information about your lungs. A bronchoscopy gives very specific information to your doctor by looking inside your breathing passages and obtaining specific samples.

**How do I prepare for my bronchoscopy?**
You will need to provide an up-to-date list of all your medication, allergies and any medical conditions. Your doctor will review this with you. It is important to let your doctor know if you are taking any blood thinning medication like Warfarin/Aspirin etc or if you are diabetic. You can not eat for 4 hours or drink anything for 2 hours before the procedure. It is better not to smoke before the procedure.

**What will happen before the procedure?**
The procedure will be explained to you again and you will have the opportunity to ask any questions. You will be asked to sign a consent form. In the room where you will have your bronchoscopy the oxygen levels in your blood and your heart rate is monitored with a probe (loose clip) on your finger. A cannula (tiny plastic tube) is inserted in one of your veins and you may be given medication in the vein to make you feel sleepy. You may be given some oxygen.

**What happens during a bronchoscopy?**
A local anaesthetic will be applied to your nose and the back of your throat. This can be uncomfortable; the anaesthetic does not taste very good and you may have a sensation of numb ‘blocking’ in the back of your throat. It feels as if you can’t swallow, but you can: the back of your throat is just temporarily numb. Your doctor will then insert the bronchoscope via your nose/mouth to the back of your throat to numb your voice box with local anaesthetic. While your voice box and breathing passages are being numbed, you may cough: this usually settles down when the local anaesthetic takes effect. The coughing may however cause you some discomfort during the procedure. The doctor will look inside the breathing passages and take samples; you may be offered more anaesthetic or sedation to help address any discomfort you may experience.